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SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION IN POLYACETYLENE

1. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear effects in electromagnetism such as the

nonlinear permeability of ferromagnetic media or Second

Harmonic Generation in the microwave regime have been

well known for a long time. Some of them have even been

in the optical region, like the Kerr effect or the

Faraday effect.

But it is only about 25 years ago that Franken and

his coworkers published the results of an experiment that

marked the birth of modern Nonlinear Optics, where we

usually deal with light intensities that have only been

made possible by the invention of the laser.

(Interestingly, one of the main applications of Nonlinear

Optics today is the further development of lasers,

especially the expansion of their frequency range to a

region that would normally be inaccessible).
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2. NONLINEAR OPTICS

In this chapter we will survey a few of the most

important effects of Nonlinear Optics (NLO), starting

with the lowest (second) order and then going to higher

orders.

We will give a brief explanation of these effects

and name some of their most important applications. More

detailed information on these and related effects can be

found in the literature cited.
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2.1. Second Harmonic Generation,

Sum Frequency Generation,

Difference Frequency Generation

a) Phenomenological Description

The beginning of modern NLO is marked by the observation

of second harmonic generation in the optical domain of

frequencies, which was first reported by Franken and his

co-workers 1. Their experimental setup (see fig 2.1.)

involves a ruby laser beam with a wavelength of 694.2 nm

propagating through a quartz crystal.

Spectral analysis of the outcoming beam revealed

radiation with a wavelength of 347.1 nm, half the

incident beam wavelength.

This effect is called Second Harmonic Generation

(SHG). It had been well known before with centimeter

waves, but could not be observed in the optical region

for reasons that will be discussed below.
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Nonlinear
Crystal

Film

Fig. 2.1. Experimental arrangement for the detection of
second harmonic light.
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In another experiment by Franken and his co-workers 2

(Fig. 2.2.) the beams of two ruby lasers operating at two

different wavelengths one nanometer apart were propagated

in a crystal of triglycine sulfate. But instead of the

two second harmonic frequencies expected in the

ultraviolet range three spectral lines were observed. An

exact measurement yielded that in a nonlinear crystal

electromagnetic waves with w a wi + w2 and w wl - w2

are generated (here wl and w2 are the two input

frequencies). It is customary to say that the two waves

are interacting through the crystal. This effect is

called Sum and Difference Frequency Generation.



Ruby
Laser
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toe

wt We
w, , 2w,
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Ruby Half Nonlinear Prise
Laser Mirror Crystal
at T Film

6

Fig. 2.2. Experimental arrangement for the measurement of
second harmonic radiation and sum and difference
frequency radiation.



The authors also offered a first explanation for these

effects arguing that the usual linear relation between

the induced polarization P and an electric field E

X (2.1.)

in the case of strong electromagnetic fields has to be

generalized to:

x(1)2 x(2)2 x(3)t'3

7

(2.2.)

where, in general, x (n) is a tensor of rank (n+1) which

has 3(n+1) components. (But by symmetry considerations

the number of independent or non-zero components can be

reduced greatly; see appendix A.)

For the nonlinear polarization to be of any

importance field stengths of 1 kV/cm are required for the

incident wave. This is equivalent to a beam intensity of

2.5 kW/cm2, which is most convenient to achieve with a

laser. But on the other hand this circumstance is one of

the reasons why nonlinear optical effects were not

observed until relatively recently and don't play any

role in our everyday perception of nature.
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b) Phase Matching

The power conversion of the Franken - experiment was of

the order of magnitude of 10-11. This is mainly due to a

considerable phase mismatch. For its simplicity SHG will

serve as an example to illustrate the principle of phase

matching.

Within the nonlinear crystal there are two waves

with the same frequency 2w (but with different

wavevectors k) in the nonlinear crystal - (1) the forced

(or polarization) wave and (2) the free (or radiation)

wave. The SHG field is the result of interference of

these two fields 3.

Assuming that the power transfer from the

Fundamental to the Second Harmonic is sufficiently small

(thii is called the small signal approximation), an

expression for the power conversion efficiency q is (see

derivation in Appendix B):

sin2(,E) (2.3.)(4I
2 (4w1coh/0 2

iXE n(w)n(2w) 'coh

In eq.(2.3) we have introduced the coherence length lcoh:

lcoh a wc/(wIn(w)-n(201) (2.4.)
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and z, the distance over which the beams have been

allowed to interact.

An experimental setup where the coherence length is

infinite is called phase matched, otherwise there is a

phase mismatch.

According to equation (2.3.), the appearance of the

sin2(nz/21c0h)-term leads a spatial modulation of the

conversion efficiency in the case of a phase mismatch.

This has been experimentally tested by Terhune and his

co-workers TheThe experimental setup and the results are

shown in figures 2.3. and 2.4. and explain themselves.

The interference patterns that can be observed hereby are

usually called Maker Fringes.



Laser

BS

Sample

2w
Reference

crystal

2w
PD

PR(2w)

10

Fig. 2.3. Experimental arrangement for the measurement of
the relative second harmonic intensity. In this
arrangement the optical thickness of the sample (which is
also the length z over which the fundamental and the
second harmonic are allowed to interact) can be changed
by rotating the sample by an angle * (from ref. 20).
Measured is the power of the second harmonic beams
generated in the reference and the sample crystal.
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Fig. 2.4. Results of the experiment shown in fig. 2.3.
(from ref. 4).
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For the case of perfect phase matching we intuitively

expect a maximum conversion efficiency, and equation

(2.3.) seems to suggest that as well. But with infinite

coherence length, however, the small signal approximation

is violated and equation (2.3.) does not hold any more.

For the case of perfect phase matching the

conversion efficiency is 5:

tanh2 ( Ew(0)z
n(w)c/2 (2.6.)

which shows that for infinite coherence length and

sufficiently long crystals a conversion efficiency of 1

should be possible. (Although other limiting factors not

mentioned here will further reduce this efficiency,

conversion efficiency in practical situations can exceed

50 percent 6.)
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c) Methods of Phase Matching in Experimental Setups

The literature on methods of phase matching in NLO is

extensive. We will limit ourselves here to the

introduction of interesting ideas and leave the

interested reader to proceed to the more detailed

literature 3,5,7,8.

The condition lcoh infinite is equivalent to

n (w) n (2w) (2.6.)

This can be realized by

generating an absorption
n(w)

band at a frequency between

the frequencies of the

fundamental frequency and

the harmonic frequency.

2wA typical dispersion curve

would then look like the

one shown in figure 2.5. Fig. 2.5. Dispersion curve
of a medium with an

This method may look like a absorption band at w0

simple solution to our

problem and in fact is often used for phase matching of

Third Harmonic Generation in fluids, but for Second

w wo
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Harmonic Generation, which is forbidden in fluids and

gases by symmetry considerations, it is of little

importance.

This method was proposed by Franken and Ward 9 and

Bloembergen lo. It was then demonstrated by Bey et al. 11

in a liquid and by Zernike 12 in a semiconductor.

The method that is employed nowadays most frequently

is to use birefringence, where the fundamental and the

harmonic are the ordinary and the extraordinary wave. So

the problem of phase matching is reduced to the problem

of calculating the correct angle of incidence for a given

ellipsoid of the index of refraction, which can be done

most convenient numerically or graphically.

But this method which goes back to Maker et al. 4

also has its limitations. Since the Poynting vector and

the wavevector needn't be collinear the distance over

which the fundamental and the second harmonic can

interact cannot be increased indefinitely, which in turn

limits the coefficient of efficiency.



A third method that is called quasi phase matching

accepts a certain phase mismatch. As soon as the forced

and the free wave are far

out of phase and threaten

to interfere destructively,

one of them is made to

undergo a phase change of (a)

180°. One of the methods

to realize that

experimentally is by using

a crystal composed of thin

layers of thickness d-1 coh,

here each layer is the

inversion image of its

neighbour (see fig 2.6. a).

At each interface the

second order nonlinear

susceptibility changes

signs, while the linear

optical properties remain

E (441)
I Nig

CI

t

ZnS

8

Etuo0

_L.

001

-,

15

0111]

'E (Loa =Z ta4)

Fig. 2.6. Two methods of
achieving quasi - phase
matching. For explanation
see text to the left.
(after ref. 3)

the same, thus generating the desired phase shift. This

method was proposed first by Armstrong et al. 13 and

demonstrated by Miller 14,15.
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A second way to achieve quasi - phase matching is the use

of internal total reflection in a thin plane-parallel

slab (see fig. 2.6. ), as it was first realized by Boyd

and Pate116. Here the free wave undergoes the phase shift

while the forced wave remains unchanged in phase.
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d) Applications

The applications, especially of Second Harmonic

Generation, are numerous.

An important one is to extend the frequency range of

lasers to higher frequencies which is possible because

all the effects we have mentioned above generate coherent

radiation. The method of using a nonlinear crystal within

the laser cavity and coupling out of the laser only that

part of the electromagnetic field with the frequency 2w

is currently widely used.

It is to be noted that to avoid quenching laser

action the conversion efficiency of the frequency

doubling crystal should not be too high. Still 100

precept of the outcoming radiation will have the

frequency 2w and the same intensity as the beam of the

laser operating without the frequency doubling crystal

inside.

A second, very important application is nonlinear

spectroscopy. We will deal with the spectroscopic

applications of several nonlinear optical effects more

extensively in section 2.5..
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A third application, which although far less

developed is of considerable current interest, uses

nonlinear optical effects as surface probes. As already

pointed out, for x(2) 71 0 to hold inversion symmetry in

the nonlinear medium needs to be broken, which is the

case, automatically in surfaces and interfaces. A second

reason why nonlinear optical effects appear to be useful

for probing surfaces is the fact that the nonlinear

susceptibilities have been shown experimentally to be

very sensitive to surface impurities.

We can measure surface nonlinear effects by

reflection or by coupling in a surface mode of the

electromagnetic wave and coupling it out after a certain

interaction length.
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2.2. Spontaneous Raman scattering

Another second order effect known for a far longer time

than the ones we were dealing with previously in the work

presented here is Raman

scattering. Here the

scatterer posesses

some internal degrees of

freedom, e.g. a molecule

with different vibrational

levels (as illustrated

in fig 2.7.). If the

molecule is in its

ground state, an incoming

photon with energy hwi
6)0

can excite a higher Fig. 2.7. Schematic diagram
of the Raman scattering

vibrational

with energy

level

hwn

process

(n 1,2,...) so that the scattered photon will then have

the energy hwf:

wf (wn wo) (2.7.)
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If the molecule is already in an excited state,

excitation to a lower state leaves the outgoing photon

with a higher energy than the incoming one.

The first process is called Stokes scattering, the

latter one Anti-Stokes-scattering. This effect has been

used to investigate the vibrational levels of molecules

and solids. A typical experimental result is given in

Fig. 2.8.
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Fig 2.8. The spectrum of the Stokes radiation scattered
by benzene. The letters indicate the parent Hg-line, the
numbers behind indicate the downward shift in
frequency 17
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2.3. Higher Harmonics

If we take into account the higher order nonlinear

susceptibilities, we get whole classes of other nonlinear

effects. These are called n-th order nonlinear effects or

(n+1)-photon processes. The simplest case is the

generation of higher harmonics.

It can be seen easily (Appendix A) that for

generating third harmonic light inversion symmetry

needn't be broken. Therefore for a whole range of

materials the third harmonic is the lowest harmonic that

occurs. But nevertheless Third Harmonic Generation has

found very few applications, since x(3) is usually too

small and phase matching is hard to realize.

If third harmonic conversion is required for

practical uses, this is realized by a sequence of Second

Harmonic Generation and Sum Frequency Generation 18.

Commercial units with a conversion efficiency of more

than,20 percent are available.

Of more practical importance is Third Harmonic

Generation in gaseous media, because resonant enhancement

can be used more easily. (Because in general x(3) is

small, in order to get reasonably high third harmonic

outputs, we need resonant enhancement. The meaning of
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resonant effects will become clear when the detailed

frequency dependence of x is discussed.) A second reason

for the use of gases is the fact that it is possible to

use higher input field strengths that would damage a

solid optical medium.

If higher harmonics are used at all, their applica-

tions are similar to those of Second Harmonic Generation

that are described in Section 2.1. d).
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2.4. Four Wave Mixing

The term which most generally describes third order

effeCts is Four Wave Mixing. This is the third order twin

to the Sum and Difference Frequency Generation mentioned

in Section 2.1.a), which is also called Three Wave Mixing

by some authors 5.

Dealing with four waves that are (at least in

general) different, leaves many degrees of freedom to get

one (or more) frequencies close to a transition frequency

of our nonlinear medium. In this case the nonlinear

susceptibility becomes quite large and is said to be

resonantly enhanced. It is the wide variety of

possibilities to get resonant enhancement that makes Four

Wave Mixing a valuable tool for spectroscopy. Because of

its importance nonlinear spectroscopy is treated in a

different chapter (2.5.).

Applications of Four Wave Mixing in other than

spectroscopy are similar to those of other nonlinear

optical effects and include the extension of the

frequency range of lasers. These processes generate

coherent radiation with rather high intensities (although

the conversion efficiency is far below 100 percent) at

frequencies that are not laser-typical.
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A specific application of degenerate (at least two

frequencies are the same) Four Wave Mixing is the

wavefront recontruction or optical phase conjugation 19

(see also reference 20, p. 251 and references therein).

It is beyond the goal of the work presented here to make

the reader familiar with optical phase conjugation or

even broader aspects of NLO, but some literature is cited

in the list of references for the interested reader.
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2.5. Nonlinear spectroscopy

One of the most flourishing applications of NLO is

spectroscopy. Its importance has been characterized by N.

Bloembergen as follows: "The field of linear spectroscopy

is more than a century old and still flourishing. It may

therefore be predicted with some confidence that non-

linear spectroscopy, which can augment linear

spectroscopy in significant and non-trivial ways will

have a long and useful life." 20

In the next chapter the expressions for the

nonlinear susceptibilities will be derived explicitly and

it will be seen that these expressions display resonant

behaviour if one of the applied field frequencies or a

linear combination of several of them approaches a

transition frequency of the nonlinear system under

consideration. This fact gives rise to a wealth of new

spectroscopical applications some of which shall be

discussed below.

Using Difference Frequency Generation we can measure

resonant enhancements of x(2) in the far infrared, thus

investigating vibrational levels of a system.

Analogously, we can investigate electronic levels of the

system of interest with Sum Frequency Generation.
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The pioneering work on low-frequency x(2)-resonances was

done by Faust and Henry 21 and Faust et al 22 on gallium

phosphide.

But far more important is Four Wave Mixing,

spectroscopy. Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering

(CARS) will serve as an example and, for its

importance, shall be A

treated in some detail

here. Figure 2.9.

illustrates how CARS

(first demonstrated by

Maker and Terhune 23)

works: the two incoming

waves have the frequencies

wi and w2, where wi-w2wv

(wvmaterial excitation).

Thus the Difference

Frequency Generation is

resonantly enhanced. The

resulting wave at wl-w2 Fig. 2.9. Schematic diagrams
describing the CARS process.

is mixed with wi again to

achieve a strong coherent output at the Anti-Stokes

Frequency 2wl-w2

6)1

(02
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The obvious advantages of CARS are high resolution

and sensitivity, which allow it to be used for detecting

trace molecules in gases.
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3. WAYS TO CALCULATE NONLINEAR POLARIZATIONS

As pointed out on the previous pages our main interest is

to calculate the nonlinear polarization PNL(Ea) where Ea

is the applied electrical field.

From that the nonlinear susceptibilies xNL can be

easily extracted in the same manner as it is done for the

first order for example x(2):

=y (32P1-
...6. ............1

-13- 3Ej3Ek
(3.1.)

Earliest calculations of these polarizations were carried

out by Bloembergen 14, Butcher 24 and Ward. These methods

followed standard time dependent perturbation theory (an

example of this approach will be shown below).

In order to better organize these calculations

diagrammatic approaches were developed, an earlier one by

Ward 25, a later one by Yee and Gustafson 26. A complete

review on the theory of nonlinear polarizations has been

given by Flytzantis 27.

On the following pages we will demonstrate these

methods and discuss their possibilities and limitations.

Throughout this chapter, Second Harmonic Generation will

serve as an example.
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To avoid confusion about the various superscripts and

subscripts of E, they will be defined as follows:

subscripts i,j,k denote the cartesian components of the

electrical field, while subscripts n denote the energy of

the state In>. A superscript nw denotes the Fourier

component of a time - dependent electrical field with

frequency nw.
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3.1. Algebraic Approach

To calculate the nonlinear polarization of an isolated

system in an electromagnetic field we denote its

unperturbed (by the electromagnetic field) states by In>,

and the energies of these states by En. The state vector

of its ground state in the presence of a perturbing

Hamiltonian H' may be called IT>.

Here the perturbing Hamiltonian H' taken in the

dipole approximation is:

H' = e

e 2sin(wt) r (3.2.)

The perturbed groundstate IT> can be expanded in terms of

the unperturbed eigenstates:

IT> E an(s) . In> (3.3)n,s

where the superscript (s) designates the order of the

perturbation expansion.
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The an are determined by the Schroedinger equation to be

an(s+1)(t) =
n '

,<nlivin,>an,(s)(t)-i (3.4.)

Our object of interest is the expectation value of the

polarization:

<f> e (3.5.)

The perturbation expansion of IT> carried out to second

order in E is:

IT> t (6ng+an(1)+an(2))1n> (3.6.)

with:

an(1) (e/2i) <nlE4q1g> (3.7.)

[
(wnew)

exp(iwt)-exp(iwngt) exp(-iwt)-exp(icongt)1



and

an(2) (-e2/4)
n'
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(3.8.)

exp(2iwt)-exp(-iwngt) exp(-2iwt)-exp(iwngt)
(consg+w)(wng+2w)

(wn'g-w)(wng-241.)
1-exp(-iwngt) 1-exp(-iwnst)
(wn'ew)wng (wn'g-(4)wng

exp[i(-wn,g+w)t]-exp(-iwngt)
Cwnig+40(wnn"-w)

exp[i(-wnfew)tj-exp(-iwngt)
(wn'g-w)(wnn"-w)

exp[i(-wnig-Ot]-exp(-iwngt)
(wniew)(wrIn'-w)

exp[i(-wntg-w)t]-exp(-iwnst))
(wil'g-w)(°nn1-(4)

where the shorthand wnn, wn-cons is used.

Combining equations (3.5.),(3.6.),(3.7.) and (3.8.), we

get the desired expression for f, which is exact to

orders of E2 and smaller.

This equation shows that there exist contributions

to is with zero frequency (which we will call -150). This

effect is called Optical Rectification and can be easily

observed 28. In addition there exist various time

dependent contributions pnw oscillating at frequencies

that are integer multiples of the frequency of the

applied field.
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The part of the polarization with frequency 2w and P2'

proportional to (E(4)2 is customarily called the Second

Harmonic mentioned earlier which is the primary result of

interest here.

The terms with the various energy denominators

occuring in them lead to the consideration of two kinds

of effects, resonant and non-resonant, both of which are

experimentally explored. These resonances give rise to

the spectroscopic applications that we discussed in

chapter 2.5..

Even this simplest application of time-dependent

perturbation theory can benefit from a better organized

approach so that unwanted information such as transient

terms, linear polarization and partial information about

higher nonlinear effects is avoided. This is the domain

of diagrammatic methods.
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3.2. Diagrammatic approach by Ward

Considerable simplification for calculating the

polarization is gained by employing a diagrammatic method

first introduced by Ward 27. Not only does it avoid the

generation of irrelevant information (its main benefit),

but it also allows one to quickly write down the

expressions of interest once one knows which diagrams to

draw and how to evaluate them.

As usual Second Harmonic Generation will serve as an

example.

First introduce new variables Hi- in the

perturbation H':

exp(iwt)+(e/2i)Ew. exp(-iwt) (3.10.)

H+exp(iwt) + H_exp(-iwt)

and Pi- in the 2w-component P2w of the polarization

f2w = f+2wexp( i2wt) + f_2wexp(-i2wt) (3.11.)

The diagrams representing Second Harmonic Generation are

three-vertex-diagrams with two H'-vertices and one P-

vertex (for the polarization mean value).
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All permutations of the vertices that yield different

diagrams have to be considered. The different time-

orderings which lead to the same final state cause the

multiplicity of the diagrams.

that multiplies the number of diagrams to be drawn. For

SHG, the complete set of diagrams is shown in Fig. 3.1.

ce ±2w to) t2w tw ±w tw tw

g. n n' g
is n' g g n W g

Fig. 3.1. Complete set of Ward diagrams for calculating
the second harmonic polarization. The evaluation is
explained in the text. (after ref.27)

The horizontal line represents a "propagator" between the

various states of an "atom". The ground state is g; n and

n' are intermediate states. Lines sloping down to the

right represent the perturbation H+ while the line

sloping up to the right represents the dipole operator

with a frequency corresponding to the polarization

frequency component, i.e. ±2w.
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The propagators are, taking figure 3.1.a) as an example:

1-htwng±011-1 (3.12)

and

where again

[h(wn,g±w)]-1 (3.13)

wnm En-Em (3.14.)

Now each diagram can be evaluated; that is, it

corresponds to an algebraic expression according to the

following rules:

Every vertex contributes a matrix element as a

factor to the polarization expression. For fig. 3.1.a)

this would be <nIH+exp(±iwt)In'>, <n'lerin> and

<g1H+exp(±iwt)Ins> where either the upper or the lower

signs are to be taken in all matrix elements. (Taking

twice will contribute to 15+, H_ taken twice will

contribute to f_). Additional factors are introduced by

the propagators. Summation over all intermediate states

completes the evaluation of each diagram.
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To get or f_ the contributions of all diagrams have to

be added. The polarization f can then be obtained by

inserting f+ and f_ into eq. (3.11.). The results of a

calculation following these rules are shown below in

table 3.1..

It is to be seen that the number of graphs that one

has to consider also increases with the order of the

nonlinear polarization, and even in the case of SHG three

diagrams have to be evaluated for each component of P.
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Table 3.1. The Ward-diagrams and the resulting
expressions for SHG

Contributions to p2:'

(from upper signs on diagrams)

(e3)/f(+2i)(-h)] 2 E x

Contributions to p!"
(from lower signs on diagrams)

(e5)4(-2i)( -11)12 E x

±co ±2w ±co\ / \ (r r) (r) E`' r)
gn, yeN erg

E''-r)",(r),,,,,(e.r)
"R

(W peg (e)(Wn, + (.0 (w,, + wgw.g - 4.1)

g. n n' g,

±u.i ±to ± 2 io\ \ / (r)
g.'

(E" - r) E''' r) (Ow KV. r),,,, (\r r)
(w,g + 20((,)1 4- (0) (w,, - 2w)(ws - co)

g n n' g

32ce tw to,
(E" r) (E" r),,,, (r),,

go s
(E"- r) (E' r) (r),,

g", N 1

(w,, - w)(w, - 2u) (6 . 4- (A)(U) + 241)
.: ll U' g



3.3. Density Matrix calculation

The expectation value of the polarization operator P is

calculated as

40

<f> <11,1151111> (3.15.)

Inserting two complete sets of states and summing over

them leads to:

<11,1pi><cpilf199j><cpill,>
13

E. <WilficPj><Vji*><WiVi>1.3

fi fij (141><W1)ji

= Tr (f p)

(3.18.)

(3.19.)

(3.20.)

(3.21.)

where we set 141><T1 p in the last line.

Usually p is called the density operator or the density

matrix. In our case it carries all the information about

the perturbing electromagnetic field. This fact leads

rather naturally to the idea to set up a perturbation

expansion for the density matrix in the same manner as

was done with the state vector in the proceeding section.

(In some cases it is more convenient to calculate the

expectation value of the current density <J> <TIJIT>,
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in which case the following arguments also apply.)

Density matrix perturbation calculations are usually

done in the quantum mechanical interaction picture; that

is a unitary transformation of all Schroedinger operators

Os as:

exp(iHot) Os exp(-iHot)

and all Schroedinger state vectors as:

(3.22.a.)

ITI> s exp(iHot) !Ts> (3.22.b.)

Here the index I denotes the interaction picture, while S

denotes the Schroedinger picture. The Hamiltonian is

split into a dynamical part Ho and an interaction part

H':

H a Ho + H' (3.23.)

An equation of motion for the density operator in the

interaction picture can be obtained:

ap
at

i [H',p] (3.24.)

where all operators are taken in the interaction picture.
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For convenience the subscript I has been omitted, as it

will be the case throughout the rest of this section. If

an operator is to be taken in a representation other than

the interaction picture it will be stated explicitly. To

solve equation (3.24.) we integrate once to get

p(t) a pp - i. f dt [H'(t'),p(t')] (3.25.)
-m

where pp is the value of p at t -m (where H' approaches

zero).

Equation 3.25. can be solved by iteration to

ultimately yield a power series in terms of E. For the

first step of the iteration we set

p(0)(tN
/ m PO (3.26.)

and insert that in the right side of equation (3.25.):

t

P
(1) (0 Po - iS dt' Di'(t'),po(ts)] (3.27.)

where the superscript (1) at p(1)(t) denotes the order of

iteration for the density matrix.
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This procedure can be

equation (3.27.) also

for <P>.

carried out to any order,

allows us to make a first

but

iteration

<P>(1) Tr (PO'r)
t

(3.28.)

- i e Trf(dt'W(t'),po]r(t)
-CO

Since there is no permanent polarization, the first term

in equation (3.28.) is zero and explicitly writing the

commutator

<P>(1) e Tr (fdt1W(t')por(t)) (3.29.)

+i e Tr (fdt'poH'(t')r(t))

Using cyclic invariance of the trace this can be

rewritten as

With

<P>(1) e Tr (Jdt'por(t)H'(t'))

+i e Tr (fdt'poH'(t')r(t))

Tr 0 n <n101n>

(3.30.)

(3.31.)



where In> is a set of eigenstates of H', and

interchanging space and time integration we get:

<P>(1) e fdt' (<1cIpor (t)H1(t')Ik>

-<klpoW(t')r(t)Ik>)
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(3.32.)

where we now can introduce and sum over two more complete

sets of eigenstates of Ho:

<P>(1) e
l

f dt' (<klp011><11r(t)Im><m1H'(t')Ik>

<IcIp011><11H'(t')Im><mlr(t)lk>)

(3.33.)

Now the operators in the right hand side of equation

3.33. are expressed in terms of Schroedinger operators:

<P>(1) e
lm fdt't <k1P011>K

<llexp(iHot) rs exp(-iHot)Im>

<mlexp(iHot) H's(t') exp(- iHot)Ik>

<k1P011>

<11exp(iHot') H's(t') exp(-iHot')Im>

<mlexp(iHot) rS exp(- iHot)Ik> )

(3.34.)
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Under the dipole approximation the interaction

Hamiltonian is

H's(t') e 4 exp(-iwt') . rs (3.35.)

This can be inserted into the expression for <P>(1) to

yield:

< > ( 1 ) e Pkl 6k1 exp( -iwt)

(<11-islm><ml-g-isik> (w-(Em-E0)-1

<11-giSlm><InliSlk> (w-(El-Em))-1)

(3.36.)

where the t'-integration has already been done. Now we

are ready to extract the linear susceptibility Xij from

equation (3.36.) by using

api
Xij 3E.

where E is the applied field, which in our case is

4 exp(-iwt):

(3.37.)

Xij = e (po)kk(<kirilm><mlrilk> (w-(Em-Ek))-1 (3.38.)

-<klrilm><mlrilk> (w-(Ek-Em))-1)
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For simplicity we have omitted the subscripts denoting

the Schroedinger picture in equation 3.38.

Before going to the second iteration, another

interesting aspect of PM is worth pointing out:

Equation (3.36.) can be rewritten in terms of a response

function or a retarded Green's function R(t,t') as

<Pi (1) co

fdt' Ri(t,t') (3.39.)
-co

where Ri includes the Trace - operator before the

integral and the integrand:

Ri(t,t') -1_0(t-t').Tr([H'(t'),ri(t)].p0) (3.40.)

Because of the analytic properties of Ri(t,t'), there

exist powerful methods for calculating R in the linear

case, which is the essence of linear response theory. In

the nonlinear cases where higher iterations have to be

taken into account no useful analytic properties of the

resulting commutator have been discovered so that no

similar satisfactory methods have yet been found 29.

We will now proceed to the calculation of the lowest

order nonlinear susceptibility Xijk with this method. The

second iteration for p will then give us the second order

polarization. One has, however, to be careful about the

notation: the superscript n in p(n) means the order of
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iteration of p while the superscripts of PNL have been

defined by the set of equations:

P ( n ) (3.40.)

P(n) x(n).En (3.41.)

This means that P(2) is calculated by:

P(2) Tr(p(2)f) - Tr(p(1)f) (3.42.)

Tr((p(2)-p(1))f)

Since

t

P
(1)

PO I. dt [1-1 (t ),P0] (3.43.)

and

-m

t'
P(2) -po if dt'[1-11(t'),(po dt"[Ill(t"),p0])]

-co

(3.44.)

the expression for f(2) becomes:

t'
<f>(2) Tr fdt'[H'(ts), fdt"[IF(t"),p0M-e.r)(3.45.)

co
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where all the operators are to be taken in the

interaction picture. Equation (3.45.) is manipulated by

writing down the commutators explicitly, replacing the

trace operator by the summation over diagonal elements

using the fact that the trace is invariant under cyclic

permutation and then inserting three complete sets of

eigenstates of Ho which are summed over:

<f>(2) - e1 fdt'fdt" (3.46.)
mn

f<klpoll><11r(t)Im><m1H'(t')In><n1H'(t")1k>

-<khooll><11H1(t")1m><mlr(t)In><n1W(t')1k>

-<klp011><11H'(t')Im><mir(t)In><n1H'(t")1k>

+<klpoil><11H'(t")1m><mill'(t')in><nir(t)lk>)

Then,after restoring the Schroedinger picture as in eq.

(3.34.), the t"-integration and the t'-integration are

performed:

<>2 e3 mn Pkk exP(- i2wt)

(
<kli-slm><nifo.islk><m120.-isIn>

(En-Ek-w)(Em-Ek-2w)

(Em-Ek+w)(En-Em-2w)

<mli'sin><ki-20 *iSlm>11120'1'Slk>
(En-Ek-w)(En-Em-2w)

<nirsik>miE0i-sln><k 141:Slm>
(Ek-Em-w)(Ek-En-2w)

(3.47.)



The second and the third term combine algebraically to

yield

<15>(2) e3
mn (Po)kk exp(-i2wt)

t

<krisim><nif0-isik><mlE0-isin>
(En-Ek-w)(Em-Ek-2w)

<mli:s1n><ml-go-islk><klEosln>
(Em-Ek-w)(En-Ek+w)

(Ek-Em-w)(Ek-En-2w)
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(3.48.)

This is the desired expression for the second harmonic

polarization.

Again, the suceptibility can be easily extracted:

Xijk e
3 tmn PO/kk

(

<kirilm><n]rilk><mIrkIn>
(En-Ek-w)TEm-Ek-2w)

<klrilm><nirklk><mlriln>
(En-Ek-w)(Em-Ek-2w)

<miriln><mlrlk><kirkIn>
(Em-Ek-w)(En-Ek+w)

<miriln><mirklk><klrln>
(Em-Ek-w)(En-Ek+w)

<nlrilk><mIriln><kirklm>
(Ek-Em-w)TEk-En-2w)

<nlrilk><mIrkIn><Ici-ri Im >
("Ek-Em-w)(Ek-En-2w)

(3.49.)
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Although we did not generate unwanted unformation as we

did in the perturbation expansion of the state vector in

the proceeding section, this method still requires long

and cumbersome calculations, even for that simplest

nonlinear case. These results, however, are only

reasonably accurate far from resonance. If one of the

energy denominators approaches zero, the theoretical

value of the susceptibility becomes infinite. The reason

for this behaviour is that so far damping has not been

included.

In all the methods its inclusion is semi-empirical,

either by adding a random Hamiltonian to the Hamiltonian

in equation 3.23. or by adding an imaginary decay

constant in the denominator of the propagators. This

approach will be taken on the next pages.
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In order to enable one to write down the expression

of interest in a straightforward manner, a diagrammatic

approach was developed

by Yee and Gustafson.

(In the description of

this method, however,

we are staying more

closely to ref. 5.)

This method requires a

k2t

(n'l

kind of double Feynman

diagram with two lines

of propagation, one for
s-) e

iwf

the bra and one for the

ket state. The process

used for illustration

e,.(9><91

will again be SHG. One Fig. 3.2. A density matrix
perturbation diagram for the

of the diagrams that case of SHG

one has to consider is

shown in figure 3.2. The contribution of this diagramm is

obtained as follows: we start with the assumption that at

a time tO the system is in its ground state:

<gfPlg> 1 (3.50.)
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The evolution of the bra state can now be followed on the

right side of the diagram, the evolution of the ket state

on the left. At a time t1 a photon with frequency w is

annihilated, changing the ket state to In> and leaving

the bra state unchanged. Between the times t1 and t2 they

both develop unperturbed which is taken into account for

by the propagator G (w-(Ea-Eg)+irag)-1 where rag is a

relaxation parameter. At time t2 the next interaction

takes place, in our example the absorption of a photon

(again with frequency w) on the right (bra) side,

changing the ground state to <n'I. Like the first

interaction, it contributes a matrix element to the

algebraic expression. Again, the two states propagate

freely, which enters a factor (w+w-(En-En,)+irnn,)-1.

This finishes the evaluation of the diagram in figure

3.2. of which the result is given by:

pnn, e 2 <nin:Ig> exp(-i2wt)

(w-(En-Yg)-1-irng)(244-(En-En04-irn'n)
(3.50.)
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Equation (3.50.)represents a matrix element Pnn',

multiplying by the polarization operator and taking the

trace yields the contribution to the polarization

expectation value <P >f of this diagram:

<P >f <n'Ieln> <nlpin'>

e3 <nslei'ln>
(3.51.)nn' (2w-(En-Enf)+irnin)(w-(En-Eg)+irng

The other diagrams are obtained by considering all

possible permutations of the vertices and all different

time orderings. Summing over all diagrams, multiplying by

the polarization operator and taking the trace then

yields the polarization produced at frequency 0 w+w.

For our case, with only two perturbations that are

identical, only 4 diagrams have to be considered

(see fig.(3.3.))
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set of density matrix perturbation
3 Comp

diagrams for SRG
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4. THERMODYNAMIC DIAGRAM APPROACH

As we have shown on the previous pages, the various ways

for calculating nonlinear polarizations and

susceptibilities are limited in their applications since

we have to know the wavefunctions of the system, at least

in a reasonably good approximation. In some cases it is

the system Green's Function that is most readily

calculated, as it is the case for example with

polyacetylene, the widely studied linear polymer. The

methods demonstrated so far are not ideally suited for

use of such information.

We have therefore developed a new way to calculate

nonlinear polarizations that, as it will turn out, does

not necessarily require knowledge of the state vectors,

but can use the Green's Functions in some representation

or approximation. It also displays finite temperature

behaviour and damping effects quite naturally.

From classical Thermodynamics it is well known that

the polarization can be calculated as:

ax
Pi
1 Ei

(4.1.)

with all other thermodynamic variables held constant.
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Here P is the polarization of the medium, K is the

thermodynamic potential and E is again the electrical

field 30.

According to the methods of Quantum Field Theory 31,

the thermodynamic potential can be easily extracted from

the vacuum amplitude, which in turn can be calculated by

employing Feynman diagrams. The vacuum amplitude depends

on the exponential of the sum of all linked and closed

diagrams. Since the thermodynamic potential depends

logarthmically on the vacuum amplitude, it is the sum

over all linked

diagrams. Some of

the diagrams that

have to be summed

over are shown in

figure 4.1. (One

should be aware of

the fact that this

collection is not

even complete for

the lower orders.)

An alternative way

to obtain this

diagrammatical

expansion is given in Appendix C.

O

1-

Fig. 4.1. Graphical perturbation
expansion of the thermodynamic
potential. The wiggly lines stand
for electromagnetic interactions,
the dashed lines stand for any
second interaction that one might
take into account, e.g. a two-
particle-interaction. Note that
there are no unlinked diagrams
included.
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Evaluating these diagrams leads to a perturbation series

for the thermodynamic potential in powers of the applied

field.

Let us consider the polarization proportional to the

square of the applied field (This will lead to the

susceptibility governing Second Harmonic Generation). In

order to get these polarization terms, we have to take

into account the terms in the perturbation expansion of

the thermodynamic potential that are proportional

to E3, which means summation over the diagrams that have

three vertices representing electromagnetic

perturbations.

This leads us to suggest the following rules:

i. For an m-photon process, draw a closed diagram with

m vertices.

ii. Each vertex is assigned coordinates xi and

represents an interaction Hamiltonian H' for the

interaction of the optical medium with the

electromagnetic field with the imaginary energy

i 2nitlp in Matsubara's method.

iii. The lines connecting two vertices are assigned an

imaginary energy icn and represent a Green's

Function

A(. x,,w)G(.,x,,,n)- dw (4.2.)



where A(x,x',w) is the spectral function of the

Green's Function. For the present purpose the

expansion

A(x,x',w) f cp/ri(x) wi(x') .5(w-(ei-A))

is convenient, so that

)(pi(x'G(x,x',cn)
i(x

iCn -(Ei-A)
)
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(4.3.)

(4.4.)

Broadening can be included simply by replacing the

w-ei+p) in eq.(4.3.) by e.g. a Lorentzian of the

form ri/(w(w-eil-14)2+Ti2). (Eigenfunction expansions

are possible in atoms and solids where the one-

electron problem is identifiable and soluble,

however, this might not always be a practical

alternative.)

iv. Conservation of imaginary energy is satisfied at

each vertex.

v. Every arrangement of vertices that is not a cyclic

permutation of another one that has already been

drawn yields a new diagram that has to be taken

into account.
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vi. For the evaluation of any diagram each occuring

Green's Function enters as a factor, as well as the

interaction Hamiltonian at each vertex. All

internal energies rn (that are often called

Matsubara energies in the literature) are summed

over and all spatial coordinates are integrated

over.

After these steps have been performed, the

imaginary energies of the photons are analytically

continued to the real axis according to:

if + i6 (4.5)

where 6 goes to zero.

vii. Summation over the contributions of all diagrams

that fulfil the rules i. and v. completes the

calculation of K.

viii. The nonlinear polarization can be obtained by

employing equation 4.1.

To show the agreement with the methods mentioned before,

we apply the rules stated above to the example that had

been used throughout the last chapter, SHG. One
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diagram that has to be cosidered is shown in figure 4.2.

This corresponds to the following expression:

K If dx dx' dx" H'(x) G(x,x',cn) (4.6.)

H'(x') G(x',x",c1.0-) H(x") G(x",x,c/I+2e)

which after use of equation (4.4.) becomes

K fjk Fn<cpkIH'Iwi> <wilH'Ivi> <cpsilH'i(Pk>

((icn (ei A ))-1

(icn + ie (e A))-1

(icn + 2ie (ek A))-1)

(4.7.)

To do the sum over the the internal energies we introduce

the complex function

1
F(z) (4.8.)

exp(13z) + 1

which allows us to do the sum by contour integration

(since cn = (2n + 1) /g)
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Fig 4.2. Example for a third order diagram for the
calculation of the thermodynamic potential



After the sum over the energies is performed, the

expression for the thermodynamic potential is:

K <...> <...> <...>ijk

( F(ei-A)(ei-ej+ie)-1(ei-Ek+2ie)-1

+F(ci-A-if) (ei-ei-ie)-1(ej-ek+ie)-1

+F(Ek-A-2ie) (ek-ei-2ie)-1(ek-ej-ie)-1)
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(4.9.)

Since e m 2n7(18 ,the e-terms in the Fermi-functions

contribute a factor of unity and can be omitted.

Partial differentiation with respect to the electric

field yields the polarization, where the imaginary

energies ie have already been continued to the real axis:

Pm e3 <49kirmkpi><99i1E1(Pi><vjlii.'1Wk>

( F(ci-p)(ei-ej-w)-1(ei-ek-20-1

+F(ej-A)(ej-ei+w)-1(e-ek-(4)-1

+F( k-p)(ek-ci+2w)-1(ek-ei+w)-1)

(4.10.)

Here the interaction Hamiltonian has been taken in the

dipole approximation in order to reproduce the results

obtained in chapter III.

This expression is similar to the ones obtained by

the methods that are already well known and were

demonstrated in the previous chapter. The Fermi
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statistical factors appear quite naturally and, in the

classical limit, p -.0, the results become identical to

chapter III. Another advantage of our method is that

knowledge of the wavefunctions is not necessarily

required. In particular, the Green's Function contains

equivalent information and can often be constructed to

reflect complex manybody interactions within the system,

which usualyy is beyond a simple wavefunction description

as it will be seen in the following chapter.

To obtain the results we already knew we chose a

certain order of doing the integrations and summations.

For practical applications, however, we are free to

choose any order of the integrations and summations,

whichever is most suitable for numerical or analytical

calculations.
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5. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD

We will now apply the method developed in the previous

chapter to investigate SHG in polyacetylene, a system of

current general interest.

Polyacetylene is a chain of carbon atoms arranged in

one dimension which have associated as "dimers". The

process of dimerization is believed to be a result of the

Peierls Transition by which a conducting material becomes

insulating through dimer formation. (It is to be noted

that this dimerisation can produce two different sorts of

polyacetylene known as trans-polyacetylene and cis-

polyacetylene. For the following discussion, however,

cis-polyacetylene will not be treated.)

In addition there is interest because the chain of

dimers is thought to display a topological "kink" with

interesting physical implications for polyacetylene and

which also serves as a prototype for fractionally charged

systems 32 33 34.

The polyacetylene problem seems to be particularly

attractive from a practical point of view, since it can

be treated as a one-dimensional problem, thus reducing

the number of integrals that have to be evaluated to at

most three space and three energy integrations.
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A second consequence of the low dimensionality of

the problem is, that the second order susceptibility x(2)

is a scalar rather than a tensor.

A third practical advantage is that approximate

Green's Functions have been derived in closed analytical

form by Kivelson 35 and Hicks and Wasserman 38. Moreover

polyacetylene is a system for which the Green's function

description is, apart from computational studies, the

only practical description available.
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5.1. SHG in Polyacetylene

The linear molecule polyacetylene, in its pure dimerized

form (see fig 5.1.a.), has inversion symmetry and

therefore no SHG should occur. But the soliton separates

two degenerate ground state configurations, as shown in

figure 5.1.b., thus breaking inversion symmetry.

Consequently, polyacetylene with a soliton will have a

nonvanishing x(2). Bearing this in mind, SHG should be a

method of detecting solitons in polyacetylene and we seek

here the signature of their presence in SHG.

The model Hamiltonian was introduced by Su,

Schrieffer and Heeger 36 as:

H -ns tn+1,n(c+n+1,scn,s c+n,scn+1,$),

+1/2 F1 K(un+i-un)2

+1/2 E Mun2

(5.1.)

where the c+n,s and the cn,s create and destroy 71.-

electrons of spin s on the n-th CH group. Furthermore,

the third term stands for the kinetic energy of nuclear

motion and the second term for the bonding energy. The

first term in this Hamiltonian describes the hopping of

the ir- electrons, both spontaneous and phonon-induced
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C

'B' phase

'B' phase

\ //
C

e-

C C

C C

' / C
C

neutral
soliton

'A' phase

C C C C
\ // \\ / -..
\ 1/ e- \\ /

C C C

charged 'A' phase
(electron)
soliton

C c CI/
C C

'B' phase
charged

(hole)
soliton

'A' phase

Fig 5.1. Structure of Trans-Polyacetylene.
In the upper half of the figure a perfectly dimerized
polyacetylene chain (without soliton) is shown. Trans-
polyacetylene has two degenerate ground states, both of
which are displayed.
Lower half: The soliton separates these two different
phases that may actually appear in one single chain.



with:

tn+1,n t un+l-u )
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(5.2.)

Here to is the hopping integral for the undimerized chain

and a is the electron-phonon coupling constant.

In the continuum version of this model 37 the

Hamiltonian operator is a 2x2 matrix operator and the

states form a spinor. Thus the Green's Function is a

Green's Function Matrix. In addition the current density

operator is also a 2x2 matrix

J(r) = evf
s Os+(r) 03 Os(r)

where a3 is the Pauli-spin matrix.

of is the Fermi velocity

(5.3.)

of 2toa (5.4.)

where to is the kinetic energy hopping matrix element

(2.5 eV) and a is the lattice constant (1.22 A), thus

resulting in a Fermi velocity of 6 AeV.
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Within the continuum model the Green's Function matrix of

the electrons of trans-polacetylene including a soliton

at x.0 has been obtained in the coordinate representation

by Hicks and Wasserman 38:

G21(x,x1,cn) [-ivfk sgn(x-x')-iA(x)+i-Cn] (5.5.)

[-ivfk sgn(x-x')+iA(x')-irn] Go(x,x',cn)
2cn

G11(x,x' ,rn) [ivfk sgn(x-x')+it,(x)+icni (5.6.)

sgn(x-x')+iA(x')-icn] Go(x,x1,cri)
2icn

G12(x,x',cn) [ivfk sgn(x-x')-iA(x)+icill (5.7.)

Go(x,x',cn)[ivfk sgn(x-x')+iA(x')-1-cni
2cn

G22(x,x',Cn) [-ivfk sgn(x-x')+iA(x)+14n] (5.8.)

[ivfk sgn(x-x')+iA(x')-1-Cni Go(x,x',cn)
2irn

with

GO exp(-klx-x'1)
2vf2k (5.9.)

(5.10.)
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A(x) represents the soliton:

A(x) A tanhAx/vf (5.11.)

where A is the dimerization gap (taken to be 1.4 eV).

These expressions are used to calculate the thermodynamic

potential according to the method described in the

previous section:

K(3)
Jdx Jdx' Jdx''

f
n

A3

Gin(x,x1,cn) Gmr(x',x",c11-1-) Gsi(x",

(az)ij (az)nm (0z)rs (5.12.)

where the interaction Hamiltonian has been expressed in

terms of the Pauli spin matrices according to equation

(5.1.) and

A A e of (5.13.)

(A is the Vector Potential and e is the electron charge)

As mentioned in the introductory remark, the

integrals are all one-dimensional integrals from -L to L,

with 2L being the length of the molecule.
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First the sum over the indices i,j,n,m,r,s, is done which

yields:

K(3) dx
Jdx'

f fdx" F A3 (5.14.)

[ G11(x,x',Cn) G11(xs, x",c11+) G11(x",x,cn-I-1-fl

G12(x,xl, Cn) G21(x',x",Cn+) G11(x",x,c111-e+e)

G21(x,x1, Cn) G11(x',x", cri+) G12(x",x,c1.1+E+e)

+ G22(x,x',cri) G21(x',x",cri+) G12(x",x,cn+e+)

G11(x,x',Cn) G12(x',x",Cn+)

G12(x,x', Cn) G22(xf,x",Cn-l-e) G21(x",x,Cni--1-e)

G21(x,x',rn) 012(xs,x",cn+) G22(x",x,cn+-1-0
G22(x,x1,cn) 022(x', x",c/1-1-) G22(x",x,cn+4-01

An analytical solution of the dispersion integral

seems out of reach, even with the the soliton in the

center of the molecule, so we decided to evaluate the

integral numerically . Moreover we feel that the

numerical approach fits better to the rather mechanical

diagram approach and that in the long run we would like

to be able to have a tool for calculating various optical

properties in a wide range of materials. The numerical

approach seems to be more general and, in this first

attempt, instructive about the difficulties one might

encounter in future calculations.
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5.2. Numerical Calculations

It would be very nice indeed if the Matsubara sums could

be performed numerically along with the spatial

integrations followed by a formal replacement of iE-q1+i8,

which would allow the problem to be presented and solved

in a compact form. However, the analytic continuation

that has to be done after performing the Matsubara sum,

1leads to terms of the form which ariseexp(p(u+ie)) + 1

from poles in the complex z-plane. Here a formal

replacement of by i1 would obviously be wrong. Thus a

single numerical procedure evolving directly from the

Green's Functions eludes us. So the present, somewhat

more cumbersome route involving the spectral functions

has to be taken.

Therefore eq.(5.14.) is transformed to a more useful

form using the idendity

Gii(x,x',cn) dw
J

Aij(x,x',w)
icn-w (5.15.)

where Aii is the spectral function matrix element

corresponding to the Green's Function matrix element Gij
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A.-(xij

yielding

K(3 )

to:

x' w) -1/71. lim ( Im
is -w+is
6-4.°

the new expression

du Fly fdw Jdx fdx'fdx"f

(Gii(x,x',c)

f A3

))
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(5.16.)

(5.17.)

1

(icn-u) (irn+-v)

(
,u) All(x',x",v) A11(x'',x,w)

-All(x,x' ,u) Al2(x',x",v) A21(x",x,w)

-Al2(x,x' ,u) A21(x1,x",v) All(x",x,w)

1-Al2(x,x' ,u) A22(x' ,x",v) A21(x",x,w)

-A21(x,x' ,u) All(x',x",v) Al2(x",x,w)

-1-A21(x,x' ,u) Al2(xs,x",v) A22(x",x,w)

+A22(x,x' ,u) A21(x',x",v) Al2(x",x,w)

-A22(x,x' ,u) A22(x',x", v) A22(x",x,w) )
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Using eq.(5.16.), after some tedious algebra the spectral

function matrix elements are:

1
A114-(x,x',u) 4rvfu 1(u2-A2)

( cos ( "
/(u2-A2) ix_x,)

of

( 2u2 - A2 + A(x)A(x') - 2sign(x-x')u j(u2-A2) )

(u2-A2) lx.x/f
+ sin (

' )of

(5.18.a)

( -sign(x-x')u(A(x)-A(x')) (u2-A2) + u(A(x)-A(x')) ) )

1
Allc)(x,x',u) s

4rvf j(u2-A2)

exp (-
pu2_A2) lx-x,1

of

( -rD26(u) + rD(x)A(x')6(u)

- 2rsign(x-x')(A(x)-A(x')) j(u2-A2) 6(u)

-2sign(x-x') j(u2-A2) - (A(x)-A(x'))

1
All- (x,x',u) 4ruvf j(u2-A2)

( -cos (

/(u2 -A2) A
of

( 2u2 - A2 + A(x)A(x') + 2sign(x-x')u j(u2..A2) )

pu2.A2)
+ sin (

A
of

( +sign(x-xs)u(A(x)-A(x')) j(u2-A2) + u(A(x)-A(x')) ) )

(5.18.b)

(5.18.c)



A224-(x,x',u)
1

47ruvf (u2-A2)
/(u2_A2) lx_x,1

( cos ( " )of

( 2u2 - A2 + A(x)A(x') + 2sign(x-x')u j(u2_A2) )

/(u2.A2) lx-x,1
+ sin ( " )of

( +sign(x-x')u(A(x)-A(x')) j(u2-A2) + u(A(x)-A(x')) ) )
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(5.19.a.)

1
A22°(x,xi,u) 471.vf j(u2-A2)

/(u2_A2) lx-x,1
exp (- " )of

( -wA26(u) + irD(x)A(x1)6(u)

+ wsign(x-x1)(A(x)A(x') j(u2-A2)

+2sign(x-x' ) 4/(112-A2) -(A(x)-A(c))

1
A22- (x,x',u) -

4/ruvf j(u2-A2)

(u2_A2) ix-x,1
( -cos (

)of

( 2u2
-

A2 + A(x)A(x') - 2sign(x-x')u j(u2_A2) )

(u2.A2) lx_x,1
+ sin (

j
)of

(5.19.b)

(5.19.c)

( -sign(x-x')u(A(x)-A(x')) j(u2-A2) + u(A(x)-A(x')) ) )



1

A21 +(x,xl,u) a 4ruvf j(u2-A2)
/(u2_A2) ix -x'1

( -cos ( "
)of
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(5.20.a.)

( (A(x)-A(x'))sign(x-x')u j(u2-A2) - u(A(x)+A(x')) )

+ sin ( "
/(u2-A2) lx-x,1

of

( A2- A(x)/1(x') ) )

A21°(x,x',u) = 4ruvf (7,2 A2)

exp (- "
/(u2_A2) Ix -x''

of

( A2 - A(x)A(xt) + sign(x-x')(A(x)-A(x')) j(u2-6.2) )

1
(5.20.b)

1
A21-(x,Y,u) 4ruvf (u2-A2)

ifu2.6,2)
t cos ( `

' )of

(5.20.c)

( -u(A(x)+A(x')) + sign(x-x')(A(x)-A(x')) i(u2-A2) )

/(u2_A2) ix.--,1
+ sin ( "

of

( A2 - (p(x)-A(x')) )



A121-(x,xi,u) 41ruvf /(u2 -A2)
1
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(5.21.a.)

( -cos (

j(u2_,,2)

of

( -(A(x)-A(x'))sign(x-x')u j(u2-A2) - u(A(x)+A(x')) )

f(u2_A2) lx-x,1
+ sin ( )of

( A2-A(x)A(x1) ) )

Al2°(x,xi,u) 4lruvf j(u2-A2)

exp (- "
/(u2_,A2) lx-x,1

of

( A2 - A(x)A(x') - sign(x-x')(A(x)-A(x')) (u2-A2) )

1
(5.21.b)

Al2(x,xi,u) 4nuvf j(u2-A2)

( cos (

/(u2_A2)
Ix -x'1"

of

1

( --v(A(x)+A(x')) - sign(x-x')(A(x)-A(x')) j(u2-

j(u2-A2)
+ sin (

1 )

of

( A2 - (A(x)-A(x')) ) )

(5.21.c)

2) )
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It is noted that each spectral function is defined

differently in the three accessible energy ranges, as

designated by the superscripts of the Spectral functions:

A--4- u > A

: lul < A

Aid --- u < -A

(5.22.a.)

(5.22.b.)

(5.22.c.)

Now the Matsubara sum in equation (5.17.) can

conveniently be done by applying the theory of residues.

Before the analytical continuation of the imaginary

photon energies to the real axis is done the terms with

the energy denominators are decomposed into partial

fractions where we then can apply the rule

lim (

1
. ) P.V.

0

1

a
in8(e) (5.23.)

to each term. This expression separates nicely into real

and imaginary part from which we can calculate the

polarization and the absorption (the latter shall be

neglected).
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After some permutations of the function arguments, we are

left with an integral J that has to be solved:

J P.V.Idu P.V.fdv P.V.fdw fdx fdxj dx'' (5.24.)

1 1 1

(u-v+0)(u-w+20) (u-w-0)(u-v+0) (u-v-20)(u-w-0)

( Al1A11A11 Al2A21A11 A21A11Al2 A22A21Al2

-A11Al2A21 Al2A22A21 + A21Al2A22 A22A22A22 ) )

In this expression the Fermi-function carries two

arguments to avoid confusion with other functions of the

form f(t), the external frequency has been named 11, and

the function arguments of the spectral functions have

been supressed for simplicity of the expression.

The integral J has some properties that require

special attention and some thought as to how one intends

to deal with them:

First it has to be noted that the diagonal elements

of the spectral function matrix in equations (5.18.) and

(5.19) contain delta-functions.

Two ways of numerical treatment are possible:

1. One could approximate the delta-functions by means

of a similar looking function with finite height and

width, which could be a Gaussian or a Lorentzian
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or even a combination of two Heavyside functions.

This has the advantage of a more compact algorithm

but on the other hand (setting aside the question

whether this approximation is physically justified)

one needs to use a higher number of sample points if

Integration by Sampling is used or a finer grid if a

Gauss-Quadrature is employed. For a high-dimensional

integration by Gauss-quadrature this is something to

be avoided.

2. On the other hand one can write the spectral

functions as:

Aii aii + a'ii (5.25.)

where the afi is the part of the spectral function

containing delta-functions exclusively.

This may be inserted into equation (5.22.) and

multiplied out and, after some permutation of the

integration variables, J can be written as the sum

of four integrals:

+ J3 + (5.26.)
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Ji P.V.fdu P.V.

f(u,f3)
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P . V . fdw fd x fix' f dx " (5 . 27 . )

1 1 1
(u-v+0)(u-w+20)+(u-w-0)(u-v+0) + u-v-20)(u-w-0)

( allallall Al2A21a11

A21a11Al2 a22A21Al2

a11Al2A21 Al2a22A21

A21Al2a22 a22a22a22 ) )

P.V.fdu P.V.

( f(u,8)

P.V.Jdw
Jdx

1 1

(u-v+0)(u-w+20)+(u-w-0)(u-v+0)+(u-v-20)(u-w-0)
1

(5.28.)

+ f(w,$)

1 1 1

(v-w+0)(v-u+20)+(v-u-0)(v-w+0)+(v-w-20)(v-u-0)

+ f(v,$)

1 1 1

(w-u+0)(w-v+20)
+
(w-v-0)(w-u+0)+(w-u-20)(w-v-0) ))

( a'11A11A11 a'22A21Al2

a'11Al2A21 a'22A22A22
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( f(u,$)
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P . V . idw fdx dx " (5.29 . )

1 1 1

(u-v+Q)(u-w+20) (u-w-0)(u-v+0) + (u-v-20)(u-w-0)

+ f(w,fi)

1 1 1
(v-w+0)(v-u+20)+(v-u-0)(v-w+0) + (v-w-20)(v-u-0)

+ f(v,$)

1 1 1

(w-u+0)(w-v+20)+(w-v-0)(w-u+0)+(w-u-20)(w-v-0)))

( a'11a'11A11 a'22a'22A22 )

J4 = P.V.Sdu P.V.fdv P.V.fdw
Jdx

fix' fdx" (5.30.)

f (u, /3)

1 1 1

(u-v+0)(u-w+20) +
(u-w-0)(u-v+0) +

(u-v-20)(u-w-0)

+ f(w,fi)

1 1 1

(v-w+0)(v-u+20) + (v-u-0)(v-w+0) +
(v-w-20)(v-u-0)

+ f(v,$)

1 1 1

(w-u+0)(w-v+20) +
(w-v-0)(w-u+0) + (w-u-20)(w-v-0) ))

( a'llailla'll a'22a'22a'22 )
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The u-integration in J2, the u,v-integrations in J3

and all three energy integrations in J4 can now

easily be done by applying the delta-function rule,

which lowers the dimensionality (and also the amount

of computing time needed) of the remaining

integration. In fact, no computing time at all has

to be spent on the evaluation of J4, since applying

the delta-function-rule three times leads to an

energy denominator that contributes a factor of

zero, thus J4 vanishes.

Obviously this approach requires less

computing time, an advantage which is paid for by a

rather cumbersome and extensive program.

Another numerical problem is caused by the singularities

that have to be taken as principal values. This problem

becomes twofold:

1. It requires some thought how singularities in

general must be dealt with numerically and

2. additional cautions regarding the meaning of the

P.V. symbol must be taken.

Since the value of the integrand varies rapidly in

the vicinity of the singular point, a very fine grid (or

high sampling rate) is required before the result becomes

stable, if indeed it ever does. If one treats the

singularity in a naive fashion additional steps need to
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be taken to avoid OVERFLOW and DIVISION BY ZERO errors.

This could be avoided by including some decay rates to

give denominators of the form (u-a+ir)-1. But these

decay rates are phenomenological and would require some

numerical experimentation, all at the expense of machine

time.

Another possibility is to treat the integrand

analytically in order to smoothen out the variations,

which can then be treated in a straightforward manner.

This shall be illustrated by the following example:

Consider an integral of the form

f(x)
I P.V. dx

x-a
a-e

(5.31.)

where f(x) must be differentiable in the neighbourhood

of a. We can then add a well chosen zero to get

f(a) f(a)
x-a x-a

I P.V.Jdx f(x) - P.V.fdx + P.V.fdx x-a (5.32.)

(all the integration limits are as in equation (5.31.))

Equation (5.32.) can be written as

I dx
a-e

f(x)-f(a)
x - a

(5.33.)

since the third term vanishes by symmetry considerations
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(If it is impossible to force this term to vanish, an

analytical solution for this last term needs to be

known.) Applying L'Hospital's Rule to the remainder one

can see that the remaining integrand no longer has a

singularity at xa, it only has a removable

discontinuity.

Moreover, numerical experimentation reveals that the

variation in the vicinity of a also is decreased and is

now obviously of the order of f'(a). It is this lower

variation that enables even a calculation with a coarse

grid to achieve satisfactory accuracy
.

The difference between an improper integral and a

Principal Value is the way the singularities are

approached. The Principal Value approaches the

singularity from both sides simulaneously, allowing

cancellations that may force a Principal Value into

existence where no improper integral exists. Translated

into a numerical algorithm the P.V.requires a grid that

is symmetrical around the singularities.

For the case that the integrand has been smoothened

according to equation (5.32.), no additional precautions

need to be taken, since the integral no longer has to

carry a P.V. sign.

Smoothening of the integrand does require additional

function evaluations, which translates into precious
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computing time. But it seems, at this point, unavoidable

since the alternative (the insertion of damping) requires

a finer grid and therefore will also require additional

computing time.

Furthermore the limits of the energy integration

have to be chosen carefully. We are convinced that -7eV

and 7eV are sufficient for several reasons:

1. The integrands rapidly decrease to zero for large

energies.

2. The shape of the dispersion curve is conjectured to

mainly be determined by the behaviour near the

singularities that involve the applied frequency. So

any truncation error that might occur will most

likely not alter the shape of the curve J(0).

3. Since the spatial integrations tend to become

unstable with increasing values for the energies,

small integration limits are desirable.

We have performed extensive numerical experimentation

with the various singularity modyfying techniques

introduced above together with different integration

algorithms, namely Gauss-Legendre Quadrature and

Integration by Sampling (if random numbers or quasi-

random numbers are used this also called Monte Carlo

Integration, however, we were using equidistibuted

numbers rather than random numbers which have the
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advantage of faster convergence 39).

We have come to the conclusion that the appoach best

suited to our problem is the use of a threefold ten-point

Gauss-Legendre Quadrature for the spatial integrations

and a threefold sixteen-point Gauss-Legendre Quadrature

for the energy integrations together with smoothening the

singularities of the integrand and treating the delta-

functions in separate, similar programs.

The programs written to do this are called

POLYGAUSS, DPOLYGAUSS and DDPOLYGAUSS and listed in the

Appendix, together with a brief documentation.

Their results are displayed in the next chapter.
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5.3. Numerical Results and Interpretation

For the computation of the integrals J1, J2 and J3 we

have realized the algorithm described in chapter 5.2. in

three Fortran programs that are listed in the Appendix.

One has to be aware of the fact that the smoothening

of the square-root singularities that appear in the

spectral functions cannot be done with a smoothening

function that integrates to zero.

Therefore one has to add the value of the integral

that has been subtracted before. These correction

integrals are trivial in one dimension, namely the one

that they were supposed to smoothen, but share the

complexity of the integrand in all other dimensions,

leaving a similar numerical problem of lower

dimensionality.

However, the derivation of the correction program

from the corresponding xxPOLYGAUSS program is trivial,

for which reason thse programs have not been included in

the Appendix. At this point we would like to mention that

a complete package of all the programs and data can be

obtained from us.

These programs were executed on a FPS 160 with an

IBM 4381 front end computer, except for some very low
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dimensional integrations which were performed on

microcomputers. The execution time of the complete

calculation on the Floating-Point-machine would be of the

order of magnitude of 4-6 hours for each external

frequency (CPU-time).

Table 5.1. shows the results for J at various

frequencies and also diplays the results of a sixfold 10-

point Gauss Quadrature that has also been done . These

results are multiplied by A3 as defined in eq.(5.11.) and

differentiated three times with respect to the electrical

field to yield the real part of the second order

susceptibility, the magnitude of which is plotted versus

the frequency in fig.(5.3.).



Table 5.1. Results of the numerical integration

external frequency 0
ev

O .60

O .65

0.695
O .705
O .71

0.72
0.73
O .75

0.80
0.90
0.95
1.00
1.03
1.05
1.07
1.10
1.15
1.20
1.30
1.35
1.38
1.395
1.405
1.41
1.50

1.7(0)1
10 oint

81.77
94.27
3320.43

516.35
328.88
225.55
132.38
80.77
22.97

291.09
1371.20
4256.00
700.68
372.58

48.91
332.14
384.89
2212.26
18189.44

51984.22
230.02

90

16 .oint

343.5

15545.6
1992.7

654.1

142.5

173.2

102.3

108.4

2184.5
13774.2

220.9
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Fig. 5.3. Dispersion relation of x 2 for Polyacetylene.
The absolute value of Re( x 2 ) is plotted versus the
input laser frequency 0.
Note that the values in this graph yet have to be
multilplied by (e 17f)3.
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This result shows that the soliton breaks inversion

symmetry in trans-Polyacetylene, even if the soliton is

in the center of the CHx-chain.

Ten-point Gauss Quadrature yields a peak at 1.05 eV

which becomes hardly noticeable with the 16-point Gauss

Quadrature. An event at 1.05 eV, which would correspond

to a sum-frequency event, cannot be accounted for by any

ready physical argument and it is a relief to see it

minimized with a finer grid. Why an effect of that size

appears atthis frequency is not even numerically

understood.

Although the peaks at 0.7 eV and 1.4 eV change their

shape somewhat with increasing order of the quadrature,

they ermain fixed features of the result. These peaks can

readily be explained and are in agreement with all

expectations (physical as well as mathematical):

The one around 0.7eV is resonantly enhanced by a

two-photon-absorption creating a hole in the conduction

band and an electron in the valence band, as well as the

one-photon transition to the soliton's midgap state.

Around 1.4 eV x(2) is doubly resonantly enhanced by

one-photon-absorptions between valence and conduction

band.

We have, however, to realize that the integration

seems to be far more unstable than the numerical
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experimentations (showing that the spatial integrations

stabilized even with a rather coarse grid) led us to

expect and the two peaks obtained are the most that one

should conclude from the results so far. The reliability

of the numerical integrations needs to be tested by a

higher order quadrature and in order to get more detailed

information about the shape of the peaks it is necessary

to calculate x(2) for a tighter mesh of frequencies.

Both of these goals require a faster code as well as

more powerful computing hardware.

We hope to be able to speed up the calculation and

are currently working on a faster version of the program

that should allow us to answer both questions about the

reliability of the results and the more detailed shape of

the peaks.
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6. SUMMARY AND PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER WORK

We have given a brief introduction of some nonlinear

optical effects and reviewed the efforts to calculate the

susceptibilities that govern these effects.

We have then proposed a new method to perform these

calculations using Green's Functions and showed its

agreement with the well-known methods as well as

demonstrated a what we think is a unique application to

the linear polymer Polyactylene.

However we do feel that this area deserves some more

interest and work. One interesting aspect of this problem

would be to redo the calculations at fixed input

frequency but for a non-central soliton.

We also think that other related cases like

1. the effects due to local electron correlations at

the soliton site

2. the effects due to polarons

3. the effects due to bi-polarons

4. the problem of the A-B-system in which the chain

consists of dissimilar atoms

might be of interest and should be considered.
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In addition to the attempt of deepening our understanding

of Polyacetylene, we think that an application of this

method to other systems might be worthwhile. We have

already started an attempt to apply this method to a

metal surface where to our knowledge, no method takes

into account satisfactorily the breaking of the symmetry

at the interface.

Since this problem requires a self-consistent

solution of an equation of type (4.10.) together with

Maxwdll's Equations, far more sophisticated programming

and hardware is needed than for the Polyacetylene

problem. We have tried to circumvent the self-consistent

procedure for a first crude calculation inserting a

phenomenological skindepth instead. But these

calculations are still in their early stages.
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A. SYMMETRY CONSIDERATIONS FOR X(2)

The number of tensor elements of the nonlinear

susceptibilities, especially if one is concerned with

higher order processes, is rather high, for example x(3)

has 81 elements. Fortunately not all of these tensor

elements are independent and there exist methods to

determine tensor elements are the independent ones.

These methods shall be cited here without further

proof. Some of them are in fact rigorous symmetry

considerations, but other rules have been included in

this appendix that serve the same purpose without being

symmetry arguments.
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A.1. Geometrical Symmetries

Let us consider a crystal with some symmetry, e. g.

inversion symmetry. From the fact that the crystal

remains unchanged under an inversion of the coordinate

system, one should expect that the physical behaviour

remains the same, that is that an inversion of the sign

of the applied fields yields a polarization that is

opposite in sign but has the same amplitude.

This can only be achieved if

Xijk -Xijk

which is equivalent to:

Xijk 0

which states that Second Harmonic Generation is

impossible in centrosymmetric media.

(A.1.)

(A.2.)
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If the lattice of the medium under consideration

posesses other than inversion symmetry, the number of

independent elements of the susceptibility tensor is

reduced, which will be illustrated by the second example.

Consider a crystal which is only invariant under

reflexion by a plane perpendicular to the x-axis. If the

above arguments are applied we find that

and

X(lij)

(A.3.)

(A.4.)

where i,j, 1 and ( ) denotes all permutations of the 3

indices.

The results of more detailed treatments (that

require some deeper knowledge of group theory) are found

in every NLO book.
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A.2. Intrinsic Symmetries

From the definition of the susceptibility it follows 5:

Xijk(wl,w2,w3) Xjik(w2,(41,w3) Xkji(w3,w2,01) (A.5.)

which means that the cartesian indices of the nonlinear

susceptibility and the frequencies of the waves that

interact through x can be permuted together.

If all the three frequencies fall well within the

transparency region of the material,then the dispersion

is negligible and x(2) is symmetric under any permutation

of its cartesian indices :

Xijk s Xkij s Xa (A.6.)

where a denotes all other permutations of i,j and k.

These relations are called Kleinman's relations 40 and

may, if they apply, greatly reduce the number of

independent tensor elements.
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A.3. Miller's Rule

Miller 41 found empirically that the coefficient Aijk as

defined below is almost constant (order of magnitude:

10-6 esu) for a wide range of materials and has only weak

dispersion.

Aijk xik(w3w1-4-°2)
Xii(w3)*Xjj(w1)*Xkk(w2)

(A.7.)

Although this doesn't look like too powerful a tool, it

in fact is: solving equation A.7. for Xijk we can make a

crude order of magnitude estimate for the nonlinear

properties of the materials and see that we can expect

materials with high indices of refraction also to have

large second order nonlinear susceptibilities.
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B. ENERGY TRANSFER IN SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION

As it was pointed out in section (2.1.), the observable

Second Harmonic field is the result of interference of

two fields 3, both with frequency 2w:

i. the forced (or polarization) wave given by

P2w(z,t) X(2w,w,w)EwEw

x(Ew(z))2exp(-i(2wt-2k(w)z)) (B.1.)

ii. the free (or radiation) wave specified by

E2w(z,t) = E2w(z)exp(-i(2wt-k(2w)z)) (B.2.)

and, similarly, two fields with the fundamental frequency

(which can be thought of as generated by Difference

Frequency Generation with the Second Harmonic and the

Fundamental as input):

Pw(z,t) = x(w,2w,-w)E wEw*

E2w(z)Ew*(z) exp(-i((w2-wi)t-(k(2w)-k(w))z)) (B.3.)
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Ew(z,t) E ( ).exp(-i(wt-k(w)z)) (B.4.)

Here z is the coordinate in the direction of propagation

and Ew(z) denotes the (complex) amplitude of a wave with

frequency w that is (unlike it is the case in linear and

non-absorbing media) a function of z.

The propagation of each Fourier component of the

field is governed by the wave equation that follows from

Maxwell's equations:

, 82 2 4ir 82P
keic

8x c2 at2
(B.5.)

If we assume plane waves (d2 /dz2 i) and neglect the

d2/dz2 E(2°)-term, substituting of equations (B.1.)

through (B.4.) into equation (8.5.) yields a set of two

differential equations that are coupled:

dE(4(z) 2ww2
2wt

dz k(w)c2 X E sz,.Ew(z).exp(-iAkz)

dE2wdz (z) 471-2

T7777(0 TX (V(z))2. exp(iAkz)

(B.6.)

(B.7.)
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where we introduced Ak 2k(w) - k(2w). These equations

describe the spatial development of the amplitudes of the

various Fourier components of the electromagnetic field

in the crystal. The one equation for the 2w-component can

be readily integrated between the limits 0 and z, if we

make the small signal approximation, that is we assume

that there was no harmonic field at z=0 and that the

fundamental wave is only weakened negligibly by the

generation of the Harmonic:

d/dz Ew 0

E2w(z-0) 0

(B.8.)

(B.9.)

Since we are primarily interested in the spatial

development of the intensity of the second harmonic, we

integrate eq. (B.7.) and multiply the result by its

complex conjugate, which yields:

co2x2z2
I2w(z) a )(Iw(z-0))2

(sin(Akz/2),2
n(2w)n(w)2 Akz/2 (B.10.)

where the constants of proportionality have been

incorporated in the constant a:

a 32r3/c3 (B.11.)
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Sometimes eq. B.10. is not written in terms of the phase

mismatch Ak, but rather in terms of the coherence length

1-coh
2r 71"C

Ak win(w)-n(2w)1

Then eq. B.10. becomes:

12w(z) x2(Iw(z-0))2
(11) 2c14 nlco)

sing(
-coh

(B.12.)

(B.13.)

Dividing by the input intensity the power conversion

efficiency n is obtained:

n IXEw(z-0)12
32ww212coh sing( rz

cohn'l(w)n(2w)

This is the result we used in 2.1.

(B.14.)
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C. DIAGRAM EXPANSION OF THE THERMODYNAMIC POTENTIAL

The computation of 0 can rarely be done exactly and very

often Perturbation Theory, as outlined in the following,

is used.

Introducing a variable coupling constant g, one can

write the Hamiltonian H of the interacting system as:

H(g) Ho+gHl (C.1.)

where in the present case

H1 (C.2.)

so that g-1 describes the interacting sysytem and g-0

describes some simpler system. In terms of g, 0 is given

by 42:

0 Oo + V(2s+1) Tr(1 dg fn Eg(Cn)Cg(Cn)) (C.3.)

where 0 is the thermodynamic potential of the non-

interacting system, V is the volume of the system, s is

the spin quantum number of the particles. Gg(cn) is the

exact Green's Function for the interacting system and
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Eg(cn) is a quantity called proper self-energy which is

related to the Green's function Gg(cn) by an integral

equation which is Dyson's equation

Gg(cn) Go(cn)+Go(cn)Eg(cn)Gg(cn) (C.4.)

Rewriting Dyson's equation as

Gg m Go + GoE Go +.... (C.5.)

where, for covenience, we supress all the functional

dependences except that on the variable coupling constant

g. With the help of eq.(C.5.) the product EgGg can be

written as:

EgGg (E
g
+Z

g
GoE

g
+....)G0 (C.6.)

It is convenient to represent the various terms of this

series by Feynman diagrams. In particular, the lowest

order electron-photon proper self-energy ,Eg, can be

represented by the Feynman diagram in fig.(C.1.) where

the solid line represents the electron's Green's Function

Go(cn) and the wiggly line the external photon field. The

vertex represents the coupling constants between the

electrons and the external field. Thus in terms of
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Feynman diagram (C.1.) we can represent the series in the

parenthesis of eq.(C.6.) as it is done in fig.(C.2.). The

Go written outside the parenthesis, together with the

trace has the effect of closing these open diagrams, thus

generating the expansion of the thermodynamic potential

in bubble diagrams.



Fig. C.1. Feynman diagram for Eg
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Fig. C.2. Feynman diagrams for the term in parenthesis in
eq.(C.6.)



D. PROGRAM POLYGAUSS

This is the source code of the program POLYGAUSS

program POLYGAUSS

**************************** *- *****-- ******** *******

*
******************************************************************

*
*

*

INTEGRATION PROGRAM FOR SHG IN
POLYACETYLENE

*
******************************************************************
******************************************************************
*
*

WRITTEN AS FART OF A MASTERS THESIS BY JENS KIRCHER
*

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES CHI(TWO) OF FOLYACETYLENE,
NEGLECTING THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE DELTA-FUNCTIONS.

*

THEIR EFFECTS ARE CALCULATED IN A DIFFERENT PROGRAM.

THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM AND IT CALLS THE FUNCTIONS SPACE
AND FLAT*

*
*

*

*

DIMENSION U(16),UW(16)
DIMENSION OMEG(2)

DATA U/.0950125098d0,.21316035507d0,.4580167776dc,),.617B7624440d0,
ft. 75540440S3d°, . 86.56312023d° 9445750270d0, 9894)09349W),
*-.0950125098d0,-.2816035507d0,-.4580167776d0,-.61787624440d,
#-.7554044083d0,-.8656312023d0,-.9445750230d0,-.9894009349d0/

DATA UW/.1894,506104d0,.1926034150d0,.169156519Gd0,.1495959888d0,
#.1246289712d0,.0951585116d0,.06225175279d0,.0271524594d0,
#.1894506104d0,.1826034150d0,.1691565193d0,.1495959888d0,
#.1246289712d0,.0951585116d0,.06225,75239d0,.0271524594d0/

DATA VMAX/7D06VMIN/-7D0/,UMIN/-7D06UMAX/0.5D0/
DATA DELTA/1.4D0/,SDELTA/1.96D06VF/6/,PI/3.14159D0/
DATA OMEG/0.8,1.05/
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***** ***************************************************************
HERE THE EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS BEGIN

********************************************* * *** *
CALL SYS.47GETTIME(71,W1)
OREN(IFILE='CHITWO.DAT ,STATUS=WNKNOWN')

UM=0.5*((AMAX+UMIN)
UR=0.5*(UMAX7UMIN)
VM=0.5*(VMAX+VMIN)
VR=0.5*(VMAX-VMIN)
ADJUST =-1/(4*4*4*Ri*RI*RI F)

**************** *********************************** *****-
THIS IS THE LOOP FOR 0+E LXILRN(-)L HhE,..-Ak7J)ILY

**** .************
' ***** *

DO 200 - 1-2
OMEGA = Of' EG i I)

-***** * **

******************************* *************************** ************

****
ENERGY INTEGRATION

******************************************************************
SUM1 = 0
DO 140 L=1,16
WA=VN+VR*U(L)
SUM2 = 0
DO 120 M =1,16
VA = VN+VR*U(N)
SUM3 = 0
DO 100 N = 1,16

UA = UM+UR*U(N)
SUM3 = SUM3+UW(N)*

( ENERGY(UA,VA,WA,OMEGA)*SPACE(UA,VA,WA)
+FLAT1(UA,VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLAT2(UA,VA,WA,ONEGA)
1-FLAT3(UA,VA,WA,OMEGA)
A-FLAT4(UA,VA,WA,ONEGA)
+FLAT5(UA,VA,WA,ONEGA)
+FLAT6(0A,VA,WA,ONEGA)
+FLATB(UA,VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLAT9(UA,VA,WA,ONEGA)
+FLAT10(UA,VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLAT11(UA,VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLAT12(UA,VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLAT13(UA,VA,WA,ONEGA)
+FLAT14(UA,VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLAT15(UA,VA,WA,ONEGA) )

100 CONTINUE
SUM2 = SUM2+UW(M)*SUM3

120 CONTINUE
SUM = SUM1+UW(L)*SUM2

140 CONTINUE
CHIPROV = ADJUST*VR*VR*UR*SUM1

**********************************************************************
END OF ENERGY INTEGRATION

****************************************************************** ***
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WRITE(,*)'OMEGA ',OMEGA
WRITE(3,*)'CHIPROV',CHIPROV
WRITE(3,*)'**********************'

CONTINUE
CALL SY3SGETTIME(C2,W2)
WRITE(3,*) 'CFU-IIME',C2 CI
WRITE( 3,*) 'WALETIME',W2-Wi

CLOSE (1)

*********************************************************************
*
* ******* * * *****
* * * * * * *

* * * * * * *

* **** * * * * *

* * * * * * *
* * * * * * *

* ******* * * * *, **
*
*********************************************************************

END



FUNCTION SPACEAJ,V.W)
***** *************************4*
**** * * * * * * * ** * *** *fi ** * * * * * ** * * * *'H***- k
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WRITTEN AS FART OF A MASTERS THESIS BY JENS KIRCHER
*

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS THE INTEGRAL r THE FUNCTION
FUNCX,Y,Z,U,V,W) OVER X,Y,Z BETWEEN THE LIMITS XMAX AND XMIN
AT FIXED VALUES OF U,V,W
GAUSS-LEGENDRE INTEGRATION IS USED, OF 10TH ORDER FOR ALL
DIRECTIONS
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM OR THE ENERGY
INTEGRATION AND CALLS THE FUNCTION FUNC(X,Y,Z,U,V,W)

*
*
****************************************** **********************
******************************************************************
*

DIMENSION X(10),XW(10)

DATA X/-.9739065285D0,-.86506=66600,
4-.6794095682D0,-.4373953941D0,-.148874033900,.148874333980,
#.4337.957941D0,.5794095682D0,.865063T666D0,
#.9779065235D0/

DATA XW/.0666713443D0,.149451049100,.219086362500,.2692667197:DO,
#.295524224700,.2955242247D0,.2692667193D0,.2190863625DO,
4.1494517491D0,.066671344780/

DATA XMAX/15D0/,XMIN/-15D0/

HERE THE SPATIAL INTEGRATION BEGINS

XM=0.5*(XMAX+XMIN)
XR=0.5*(XMAX-XMIN)
SUM4=0.
DO 110 J=1,10

DX = XR*X(J)
XA = XM + DX
SUM5=0
DO 100 K=1,10

DY = XR*X(K)
YA = XM + DY
SUM6=0
DO 90 1=1,10

DZ = XR*X(I)
ZA = XM + DZ
SUM6=SUM6+XW(I)*FUNC(XA,YA,ZA,U,V,W)

90 CONTINUE
SUM5=SUM5+XW(K)*SUM6

100 CONTINUE
SUM4=SUM4+XW(J)*SUM5

110 CONTINUE

SPACE = XR*XR*XR*SUM4

END
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FUNCTION FUNC(X0 2, V.W)

********************* *** *** * *** * * **********
THIS FUNCTION RETURNS THE INTEGRAND VALUE OF THE
INTEGRAND AT GIVEN VALUES X,Y,Z,U,V,W.

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE SPATIAL INTEGRATION
AND CALLS THE SPECTRAL FUNCTIONS

*

N 0 DELTA-FUNCTIONS ARE INCLUDED HERE

****************************************************************

FUNC =
SPEC11(X,Y,U)*SPEC11(Y,Z,V)*SPEC11(Z,X,W)

#-SPEC12(X,Y,U)*SPEC21(Y,Z,V)*SPEC11(2,X,W)
H-SPEC21(X.Y,U)*SPEC11(Y,Z,V)*SPEC12(2,X,W)
#+SPEC22(X.Y,U)*SPEC21(Y,Z,V)*SPEC12(Z,X,W)
#-SPEC11(X,Y,U)*SPEC12(Y,Z,V)*SPEC21(Z,X,W)
#+SPEC12(X,Y,U)*SPEC22(Y,Z,V)*SPEC21(7.,X,W)
#+SPEC21(X,Y,U)*SPEC12(Y,Z,V)*SPEC22(Z,X,W)
#-SPEC22(X,Y,U)*SPEC22(Y,Z,V)*SPEC22(Z,X,W)

END

FUNCTION SIGNFUNC(ARG)

IF (ARG .LT. -C).001) THEN
RES = -1

ELSEIF (ARG .GT. 0.001) THEN
RES = 1

ELSE
RES = 0

ENDIF

SIGNFUNC = RES
END

REAL*4 FUNCTION FERMI(A)

***************************************** * ****************
*

THIS IS THE FERMI FUNCTION FOR ROOM TEMPERATURE
*

******************* ****************************************

INTRINSIC EXP

FERMI = 1/(EXP(40*A)+1)

END
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FUNCTION SPEC11(A,B,C)

INTRINSIC ABS
DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
VF = 6

croot = sqrt(abs(c*c-sdelta))
delx = DELTA*TANH(DELTA*A/VF)
dely = DELTA*TANH(DELTA*B/VF)
S = SIGNFUNC(A-B)

IF (C .EO. 0) THEN-
SPEC11 = 0

ELSEIF (C .GT. DELTA) THEN
SPEC11 =
#COS(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(DELX*DELY-SDELTA-2*S*C*CROOT+2*C*C)
#+SIN(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(DELX-DELY)*(-S*CROOT+C)

ELSEIF (C .EQ. DELTA) THEN
SPEC11 = DELX*DELY+SDELTA

ELSEIF (C .EO. -DELTA) THEN
SPEC11 = -DELX*DELY+SDELTA

ELSEIF (C .LT. -DELTA> THEN
SPEC11 =

#-COS(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(DELX*DELY-SDELTA+2*S*C*CROOT+2*C*C)
#+SIN(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(DELX-DELY)*(S*CROOT+C)

ELSE
SFECI1 =
#EXP(-CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(-2*S*CROOT-(DELX-DELY))*C

ENDIF
END
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FUNCTION EPE012(A,B,C)

INTRINSIC ADS

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
VF = 6

croot = sort(abs(c*c-sdelta))
delx = DELTA*TANH(DELTA*A/VF)
defy = DELTA*TANH(DELTA*B/VF)
S = SIGNFUNC(A-B)

IF (C .GT. DELTA) THEN
SPEC12 =

#-COS(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
#

*(-ABS(DELX-DELY)*CROOT-C*(DELX+DELY))
#+SIN(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(SDELTA-DELX*DELY)

ELSEIF (C .ED. DELTA) THEN
SPEC12 = DELTA*(DELX+DELY)

ELSEIF (C .ED.. -DELTA) THEN
SPEC12 = DELTA*(DELX+DELY)

ELSEIF (C .LT. -DELTA) THEN
SPEC12 =

#COS(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
#

*(ABS(DELX-DELY)*CROOT-C*(DELX+DELY))
#+SIN(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(SDELTA-DELX*DELY)

ELSE
SPEC12 =

#EXP(-CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
#

*(SDELTA-ABS(DELX-DELY)*CROOT-DELX*DELY)

ENDIF
END
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FUNCTION SPEC-'1,A,B.C)

INTRINSIC ABS
DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
VF = 6

croct = sqrt(abs(c*c-sdelta))
deix = DELTA*TANH(DELTA*A/VF)
dely = DELTA*TANH(DELTA*B/VF)
S = SIGNFUNC(A-B)

IF (C .GT. DELTA) THEN
SPEC21 =
#-COS(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(ABS(DELX-DELY)*CROOT-C*(DELX+DELY ))
#+SIN(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(SDELTA-DELX*DELY)

ELSEIF (C .E0. DELTA) THEN
SPEC21 = DELTA*(DELX+DELY)

ELSEIF (C .EQ. -DELTA) THEN
SF'EC21 = DELTA*(DELX+DELY)

ELSEIF (C .LT. -DELTA) THEN
SPEC2t =
#COS(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(-ABS(DELX-DELY)*CROOT-C*(DELX+DELY))
#+SIN(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(SDELTA-DELX*DELY)

ELSE
SPEC21 =
#EXP(-CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(SDELTA+ABS(DELX-DELY)*CROOT-DELX*DELY)

ENDIF
END
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FUNCTION SFEC22(A,B,C)

INTRINSIC ABS
DELTA = 1.4
EDELTA = 1.96
VF = 6

croot = sqrt(abs(c*c-sdelta))
delx = DELTA*TANH(DELTA*A/VF)
dely = DELTA*TANH(DELTA*B/VF)
S = SIGNFUNC(A-B)

IF (C .ED. 0) THEN
SFEC22 = 0

ELSEIF (C .GT. DELTA) THEN
SFEC22 =

#COS(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(DELx*DELe-SDELTA+2*S*C*CROCT+2*C*C)
#+SIN(CRCOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(DELX-DELY)*(S*CROOT+C)

ELSEIF (C .E0. DELTA) THEN
SFEC22 = DELX*DELY+SDELTA

ELSEIF (C .EC. -DELTA) THEN
SPEC22 = -DELX*DELY+SDELTA

ELSEIF (C .LT. -DELTA) THEN
SPEC22 =
#-COS(CROCT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(DELX*DELY-SDELTA-2*S*C*CFOOT+2*C*C)
#+SIN(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(DELX-DELY)*(-S*CROOT+C)

ELSE
SPEC22 =
#EXP(-CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(2*S*CROOT-(DELX-DELY))*C

ENDIF
END
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FUNCTION ENERGY (u ,i,w7omeg)

*************************************************************
THIS FUNCTION RETURNS THE VALUE OF THE ENERGY
DENOMINATOR AT GIVEN VALUES FOR THE ENERGY VARIABLES
AND THE EXTERNAL FREQUENCY
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS
THE FUNCTION FERMI

*

THIS FUNCTION IS FART OF THE
NO DELTA-FUNCTION PROGRAM*

************4***************************** *****************

INTRINSIC ABS
DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96

IF (U .GT. -0.5) THEN
ENERGY = FERMI(U)*

( 1/((U-V+OMEG)*(U-W+2*OMEG))
+ i /((U- V +OMEG) *(U- W- OMEG))

+ 1/((U-V-2*OMEG)*(U-W-OMEG)) )

U*V*W*SORT(ABS(U*U-SDELTA))
*SORT(ABS(V*V-'DELTA))
*SORT(ABS(W*W-SDELTA)) )

ELSE
ENERGY =

( 1/((U-V+OMEG)*(U-W+2*OMEG))
1/((U-V+OMEG)*(U-W-OMEG))

+ 1/((U-V-2*OMEG)*(U-N-OMEG)) )

/( U*V*W*SORT(ABS(U*U-SDELTA))
*SORT(ABS(V*V-SDELTA))
*SQRT(ABS(W *W- SDELTA)) )

ENDIF
END
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FUNCTION FL^T (U.V,W,OMEG)

*-4-** 4-******************************* ********************

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT IS ADDED TO THE
ORIGINAL INTEGRAND TO FLATEN OUT THE SINGULARITY
AT U = 0

*

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE N PROGRAM AND CALLS
THE FUNCTIONS FERMI AND SPACE

THIS FUNCTION IS PART OF THENO DELTA-FUNCTION PROGRAM
******* **** *********** *** * *********

INTRINSIC ABS

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = 0

IF (U .LT. -0.5) THEN
FLAT1 = 0

ELSE
FLAT1 = -0.5*

# ( 1/(-V+OMEG)*(-W+2*OMEG))+1, (-V-i-OMEG)*( -W-OMEG))
+1/0-V-L*OMEG)*(-W-OMEG)) )

# i( U*V*W*DELTA*SORT(ABS(V*V-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(W*W-SDELTA))
)

# *SPACE(ZETA,V.W)
ENDIF
END
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FUNCTION FLAT2 W ,W,OMEG)

* ******************************

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT IS ADDED TO THE
ORIGINAL INTEGRAND TO FLATEN OUT THE SINGULARITY
AT V = 0

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS
THE FUNCTIONS FERMI AND SPACE

THIS FUNCTION IS FART OF THENO DELT -FUNCTION PROGRAM
************************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = .1.96
ZETA = 0

IF (V .LT. -1.1) THEN
FLAT2 = 0

ELSEIF (V .GT. 1.1) THEN
FLAT2 =

ELSE
IF (U .LT.-0.5) THEN
FLAT2 =

# -( 1/((O+OMEG)*(U-W+2*OMES))+1/t(U+OMEG)*(U-W-OMEG))

4-1/((U-2*OMEG)*(U-W-OMEG)) )# /( U*V*W*DELTA*SORT(ABS(
U*U-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(W*W-SDELTA)) )# *SPACE(U.ZETA,W)

ELSE
FLAT2 = -FERMI (U)*
(

1/((U+OME3)*(U-W+2*OMEG))+1/((U+OMEG)*(U-W-OMEG))
4-1/((U-2*OMEG)*(U-W-OMEG)) )# /i

U*V*W*DELTA*SORT(ABS(U*U-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(W*W-SDELTA)) )# *SPACE(U,ZETA,W)
ENDIF

ENDIF
END



FUNCTION FLATT(U,V,W,OMEG)

*********** ******************,*******************

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT IS ADDED TO THE
ORIGINAL INTEGRAND TO FLATEN OUT THE SINGULARITY
AT W = 0

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS
THE FUNCTIONS FERMI AND SPACE

THIS FUNCTION IS PART OF THENO DELTA-FUNCTION PROGRAM
****************** * * *

INTRINSIC ABS

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.95
ZETA = 0

**************** ***************

IF (W .LT. -1.1) THEN
= 0

ELSEIF (W .GT. 1.1) THEN
FLAT:3 = 0

ELSE
IF (U .LT. -O.5) THEN
FLAT3 =
-( 1/((U-V+OMEG)*(U+2*OMEG) +1, ((U-V+OMEG)*(U-OMEG))

+1/((U-V-2*OMEG)*(U-OMEG))
ABS(U*U-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(V*V-SDELTA)) )

/( U*V*W*DELTA*SORT(
*SPACE(U,V,ZETA)

ELSE
FLAT:. = -FERMI(U)*
( 1/((U-V+OMEG)*(U+

/( U*v*W*DELTA*SORT(
*SPACE(U,V,ZETA)

ENDIF
ENDIF
END

2*OMEG))+1/((U-V+OME3)*(U-OMEG))
+1/((U-V-2*OMEG)*(U-OMEG)) )

ABS(U*U-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(V*V-SDELTA)) )
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FUNCTION FLAT4(U,V,W,OMEG)

*****. ********* * ******** * **********************

*

*
*

*

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS
THE FUNCTIONS FERMI AND SPACE

*

THIS FUNCTION IS PART OF THENO DELTA-FUNCTION PROGRAM
*
************************************************************

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT IS ADDED TO THE
ORIGINAL INTEGRAND TO FLATEN OUT THE SINGULARITY
AT U = -DELTA

INTRINSIC ABS

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = -DELTA

IF (U .LT. -1.S*DELTA) THEN
FLAT4 = 0

ELSEIF (U .GT. -0.2*DELTA) THEN
FLAT4- = 0

ELSE
FLAT4 =

# ( 1/((-DELTA-V+OMEG)*(-DELTA-W+2*OMEG))
# +1/((-DELTA-V+OMEG)*(-DELTA-W-OMEG))
# +1/((-DELTA-V-2*OMEG)*(-DELTA-W-OMEG)) )

# /( V*W*DELTA*SORT(2*DELTA)*SORT(ABS(U+DELTA))
*SORT(ABS(V*V-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(W*W-SDELTA)) )

*SPACE(ZETA,V,W)
ENDIF
END
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FUNCTION FLAT5(U,V,W,OMEG)

******************************************** **************

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT IS ADDED TO THE
ORIGINAL INTEGRAND TO FLATEN OUT THE SINGULARITYAT V = -DELTA

*

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS
THE FUNCTIONS FERMI AND SPACE

*

THIS FUNCTION IS PART OF THENO DELTA-FUNCTION PROGRAM*

************************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = -DELTA

IF (V .LT. -1.2 *DELTA) THEN
FLAT5 = 0

ELSEIF (V .GT. -O.2 *DELTA) THEN
FLAT5 = 0

ELSE
IF (U .LT.-0.5) THEN
FLAT5 = SPACE(U,ZETA,W)*
( 1/((U+DELTA+OMEG)*(U-W+2*OMEG))
+1/((U+DELTA+OMEG)*(U-W-OMEG))
+1/((U+DELTA-2*OMEG)*(O-W-OMEG)) )

/(
U*DELTA*W*SORT(2*DELTA)*SORT(ABS(V+DELTA))
*SORT(ABS(U*U-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(W*W-SDELTA)) )ELSE

FLATS = FERMI(U)*SPACE(U,ZETA,W)*
( 1/((U+DELTA+OMEG)*(U-W+2*OMEG))
+1/((U+DELTA+OMEG)*(U-W-OMEG))
+1/((U+DELTA-2*OMEG)*(U-W-OMEG)) )

/(
U*DELTA*W*SORT(2*DELTA)*SORT(ABS(V+DELTA))
*SORT(ABS(U*U-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(W*W-SDELTA)) )

ENDIF
ENDIF
END
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FUNCTION FLAT6(U,V,W,OMEG)

********* ** ***************************************

*
*

*
*

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS
THE FUNCTIONS FERMI AND SPACE

*

THIS FUNCTION IS FART OF THENO DELTA-FUNCTION PROGRAM
*

************************************************************

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT IS ADDED TO THE
ORIGINAL INTEGRAND TO FLATEN OUT THE SINGULARITY
AT W = -DELTA

INTRINSIC ABS

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = -DELTA

IF (W .LT. -1.8*DELTA) THEN
FLAT6 = 0

ELSEIF (W .GT. -0.2*DELTA) THEN
FLAT6 = 0

ELSE
IF (U- .LT.-0.5) THEN
FLAT6 = SPACE(U,V,ZETA)*

( 1/((U-V+OMEG)*(U+DELTA+2*OMEG))
+ 1/((U-V+OMEG)*(U+DELTA-OMEG))
+ 1/((U-V-2*OMEG)*(U+DELTA-OMEG))

)

/( U *V* DELTA *SQRT(2 *DELTA) *SQRT(ABS(W +DELTA))
*SORT(ABS(V*V-SDELTA))*WRT(ABS(U*U-SDELTA)) )

ELSE
FLAT6 = FERMI(U)*SPACE(U,V,ZETA)*

( 1/((U-V+OMEG)*(U+DELTA+2*OMEG))
+ 1/((U-V+OMEG)*(U+DELTA-OMEG))
+ 1/((U-V-2*OMEG)*(U+DELTA-OMEG)) )

/( U*V*DELTA*SORT(2*DELTA)*SORT(ABS(W+DELTA))
*SCRT(ABS(V*V-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(U*U-SDELTA))

ENDIF
ENDIF
END
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FUNCTION FLATS(U V,W,OMEG)

***************** *****************************************

THIS FUNCTION 'RETURNS A VALUE THAT IS ADDED TO THE
ORIGINAL INTEGRAND TO FLATEN OUT THE SINGULARITY
AT V = DELTA

THIS FUNCTION IE CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS
THE FUNCTIONS FERMI AND SPACE

*

THIS FUNCTION IS FART OF THENO DELTA-FUNCTION PROGRAM
*

************************************************************

INTRINSIC ASS

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = DELTA

IF (V .GT. 1.8*DELTA) THEN
FLATS = 0

ELSEIF (V .LT. 0.2*DELTA) THEN
FLATS = 0

ELSE
IF (U .LT.-0.5) THEN
FLATS = -SFACE(U,ZETA.W)*
( 1/((U-DELTA+OMEG)*(U-W+2*OMEG))
+ 1/((U-DELTA+OMEG)*(U-W-OMEG)
+ 1/((U-DELTA-2*OMEG)*(U-W-CMEG))

.7( U*DELTA*W*SORT(2*DELTA)*SORT(ABS(V-DELTA))
*SORT(ABS(U*U-SDELTA))*SORT(ASS(W*W-SDELTA)) )

ELSE
FLATS = -FERNI(U)*SPACE(U.ZETA,W)*
( 1/((U-DELTA+OMEG)*(U-W+2*OMEG))
+ 1/((U-DELTA+OMEG)*(U-R-OMEG))
+ 1/((U-DELTA-2*OMEG)*(U-W-OMEG))

/( U*DELTA*W*SORT(2*DELTA)*SDRT(ABS(V-DELTA))
*SCIRT(ABS(U*U-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(W*W-SDELTA))

ENDIF
ENDIF
END
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FUNCTION FLAT.:/(U. ,W,OMEG)

**** * ***********************************
*
*

*
*

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS
THE FUNCTIONS FERMI AND SPACE

THIS FUNCTION IS FART OF THE
NO DELT -FUNCTION PROGRAM

*

************************************************************

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT IS ADDED TO THE
ORIGINAL INTEGRAND TO PLATEN OUT THE SINGULARITY
AT W = DELTA

INTRINSIC ABS

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = DELTA

IF (W .GT 1.2 DELTA) THEN
FLAT? = 0

ELSEIF (W .LT. 0.2*DELTA). THEN
FLAT? = 0

ELSE
IF (U .LT.-0.5) THEN

FLAT 9 = -SPACE(U,V,ZETA)*
1/((U-V+OMEG)*(U-LELTA+2*OMEG))

+ 1/((U-V+OMEG)*(U-DELTA-OMEG))
+ 1/((U-V-2*OMEG)*(U-DELTA-OMEG))

/( U*V*DELTA*SORT(2*DELTA)*SORT(ABS(W-DELTA))
*SORT(ABS(V*V-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(U*U-SDELTA)) )

ELSE
FLAT'? = -FERMI(U)*SPACE(U,V,ZETA)*

1/((U-V+OMEG)4..(U-DELTA+2*OMEG))
+ 1/((U-V+OMEG)*(U-DELTA-ONEG))

i(
1/((U-V-2*OMEG)*(U-DELTA-OMEG)) )

U*V*DELTA*SORT(2*DELTA)*SORT(ABS(W-DELTA))
*SORT(ABS(V*V-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(U*U-SDELTA)) )

ENDIF
ENDIF
END
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FUNCTION FLAT.,( u.',04,0MEG)

*******************************-* **
*

*******************

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT IS ADDED TO THE
ORIGINAL INTEGRAND TO FLATEN OUT THE SINGULARITY
AT V = U + OMEGA

*
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS
THE FUNCTIONS FERMI AND SPACE

*

THIS FUNCTION IS PART OF THENO DELTA-FUNCTION PROGRAM
*

************************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = U+OMEG

IF (U .GT. 0.5) THEN
FLATIO = 0

ELSE
IF'(1 .GT. ZETA+1.1) THEN
FLAT1O =

ELSEIF (V .LT. ZETA-I.1) THEN
FLAT1O = 0

ELSE
FLAT1O = -FERMI(U)*SPACE(U,2ETA.W)

(U-V+OMEG)*(U-w+2*OMEG)*U*ZETA*W
*SORT(ABS(U*U-SDELTA))
*SQRT(ABS(ZETA *ZETA - SDELTA))
*SORT(ABS(W*W-SDELTA)) )

ENDIF

ENDIF
END
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FUNCTION FLAT11(U,V,W,OMEG)

************** * ************** ** *********************
*

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT IS ADDED TO THE
ORIGINAL INTEGRAND TO FLATEN OUT THE SINGULARITY
AT W = U + 2*OMEGA

*

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS
THE FUNCTIONS FERMI AND SPACE

*

THIS FUNCTION IS FART OF THE
NO DELTA-FUNCTION PROGRAM

*
************************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.76
ZETA = U+2*OMEG

IF (U .GT. 0.5) THEN
FLAT11 = 0

ELSE
IF (W .GT. ZETA+1.1) THEN
FLAT11 = 0

ELSEIF (W .LT. ZETA-1.1) THEN
FLAT11 = 0

ELSE
FLAT11 = -FERMI(U)*SPACE(U,V,ZETA)

./( (U-V+OMEG)*(U-W+2*OMEG)*U*ZETA*V
N *SQRT(ABS(U *U- SDELTA))
N *SORT(ABS(ZETA*ZETA-SDELTA))

*SORT(ABS(Y*V-SDELTA)) )

ENDIF

ENDIF
END
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FUNCTION FLAT12(U,V.W,OMEG)

******
****************************************************

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT IS ADDED TO THE
ORIGINAL INTEGRAND TO FLATEN OUT THE SINGULARITY
AT W = U - OMEGA

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS
THE FUNCTIONS FERMI AND SPACE

THIS FUNCTION IS FART OF THE
NO DELTA- FUNCTION PROGRAM

************************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = U-OMEG

IF (U .GT. 0.5) THEN
FLAT12 = 0

ELSE
IF (W .GT. ZETA+1.1) THEN
FLAT12 = 0

ELSEIF (W .LT. ZETA-1.1) THEN
FLAT12 = 0

ELSE
FLAT12 = -FERMI(U)*SPACE(U,V,ZETA)
/( (U-V+OMEG)*(U-W-OMEG)*U*ZETA*V

*SORT(ABS(U*U-SDELTA))
*sORT(ABS(ZETA*ZETA-SDELTA))
*SCIRT(ABS(V*V-SDELTA)) )

ENDIF

ENDIF
END
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FUNCTION FLAT13(U,V,W,OMEG)

************** ********************************************
*

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT IS ADDED TO THE
ORIGINAL INTEGRAND TO FLATEN OUT THE SINGULARITY
AT V = U + OMEGA

*

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS
THE FUNCTIONS FERMI AND SPACE

*

THIS FUNCTION IS PART OF THE
NO DELTA-FUNCTION PROGRAM*

********************************************************* *

INTRINSIC ABS

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = U+OMEG

IF (U .GT. 0.5) THEN
FLAT1T = 0

ELSE
IF (V .GT. ZETA+1.1) THEN
FLAT13 = 0

ELSEIF (V .LT. ZETA-1.1) THEN
FLAT1T = 0

ELSE
FLAT1T = -FERMI(U)*SPACE(U,ZETA,W)
/( (U-V+OMEG)*(U-W-OMEG)*U*ZETA*W

*SORT(ABS(U*U-SDELTA))
*SORT(ABS(ZETA*ZETA-SDELTA))
*SORT(ABS(W*W-SDELTA)) )

ENDIF

ENDIF
END
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FUNCTION FLAT14(U,V,W,OMEG)

************************************************************

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT IS ADDED TO THE
ORIGINAL INTEGRAND TO FLATEN OUT THE SINGULARITY
AT V = U 2*OMEGA

*

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS
* THE FUNCTIONS FERMI AND SPACE

THIS FUNCTION IS PART OF THE
NO DELTA-FUNCTION PROGRAM

*.

************************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = U-2*OMEG

IF (U .GT. 0.5) THEN
FLAT14 = 0

ELSE
IF (V .GT. ZETA+1.1) THEN
FLAT14 = 0

ELSEIF (V .LT. ZETA-1.1) THEN
FLAT14 = 0

ELSE
FLAT14 = -FERMI(U)*SPACE(U.ZETA,W)
/( (U-V-2*OMEG)*(U-W-OMEG)*U*ZETA*W

*SQRT(ABS(U*U-SDELTA))
*SORT(ABS(ZETA*ZETA-SDELTA))
*SORT(ABS(W*W-SDELTA))

ENDIF

ENDIF
END
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FUNCTION FLAT15(U,V,W,OMEG)

********************************* *************************
*

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT IS ADDED TO THE
ORIGINAL INTEGRAND TO FLATEN OUT THE SINGULARITY
AT W = U OMEGA

*

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS

*
THE FUNCTIONS FERMI AND SPACE

THIS FUNCTION IS PART OF THE
N O DEL T A -FUNCT ION PROGR AM

*

************************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = U-OMEG

IF (U .GT. 0.5) THEN
FLAT15 = 0

ELSE-
IF (W .GT. ZETA+1.1) THEN
FLAT15 = 0

ELSEIF (W .LT. ZETA-1.1) THEN
FLAT15 = 0

ELSE
FLAT15 = -FERMI(U)*SPACE(U,V,ZETA)
/( (U-V-2*OMEG)*(U-W-OMEG)*U*V*ZETA

*SQRT(ABS(U *U- SDELTA))
*SQRT(ABS(ZETA *ZETA SDELTA))
*SQRT(ABS(V *V- SDELTA)) )

ENDIF

ENDIF
RETURN

END
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E. PROGRAM DPOLYGAUSS

This is the source code of the program DPOLYGAUSS. In

addition to the subroutines listed here, the program also

calls the subroutines SPEC11, SPEC12, SPEC21, SPEC22,

FERMI and SIGNFUNC which are identical with the

subroutines used for the program POLYGAUSS.

DPOLYGUSS

*
******************************************************************

*
*

******************************************************************

INTEGRATION PROGRAM FOR SHG IN
FOLYACETYLENE

*
*

******************************************************************
******************************************************************
*

WRITTEN AS PART OF A MASTERS THESIS BY DENS KIRCHER
*

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES CHI(TWO) OF POLYACETYLENE, HERE
CONSIDERING THE CASES ONLY WHERE 0 N E DOMAIN OF INTEGRATION
CONTAINS DELTA-FUNCTIONS, SO THAT, AFTER APPLYING
THE DELTA FUNCTION RULE, A FIVE-DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL IS LEFT FOR
A NUMERICAL SOLUTION.

*

THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM AND IT CALLS THE FUNCTIONS SPACE
AND FLAT*

*
*

*

*

DIMENSION U(10),UW(10)
DIMENSION OMEG(16)

DATA U/-.9779065285D0,-.86,50633666D0,
#-.6794095682D0,-.473395094100,-.1488747739D09.1488743339D0,
4*.433395394100,.6794095682D0,.s65063366.6DO,
#.9739065285D0/

DATA UW/.0666713447D0,.149451:49100,.2190863625D0,.2692667193DO,
#.2955242247D0,.295524224700,.2692667197.00,.219086362500,
#.149451249100,.0666717443D0/

DATA VMAX/7D0/,VMIN/-7D0/
DATA DELTA/1.4D0/,SDELTA/1.96D0/,vF/6/,PI/7.14159D0/
DATA OMEG/0.60,0.65,0.695,0.710).72,0.77,0.75,0.8
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************************************************************************
HERE THE EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS BEGIN

************************************************************************

OPEN(7,FILE="CHITWO.DAT',STATUS='UNKNOWN.)

VM=0.5*(VMAX+VMIN)
VR=0.5*(VMAX-VMIN)
ADJUST = -1/(4*4*4*PI*PI*PI*VF*VF*VF*DELTA)

************************************************************************
THIS IS THE LOOP FOR THE EXTERNAL FREQUENCY

* *********************************************************. *****

DO 200 1 = 1,16
OMEGA = OMES(I)***4.****** * ***************************
ENERGY INVEGkAION

* ***********************************************************************
SUM1 = 0
DO 140 L=1,10

WA=VM+VR*U(L)
SUM2 = 0
DO120 M =1,10

VA = VM+VR*U(M)
SUM2 = SUM2+UW(M)*

( ENERGY(VA,WA,OMEGA)*SPACE(VA,WA)
+FLAT1(VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLAT2(VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLAT3(VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLAT4(VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLAT5(VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLAT6(VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLAT7(VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLATS(VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLAT9(VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLAT10(VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLAT11(VA,WA,OMEGA)
+FLAT12(VA,WA,OMEGA) )

120 CONTINUE
SUM1 = SUMI +UW(L) *SUM2

140 CONTINUE
CHIPROV = ADJUST*VR*VR*SUM1

****************************************************** **************

END OF ENERGY INTEGRATION
**************************************** .***************************

WRITE(3,*).OMEGA ',OMEGA
WRITE(3,*)'CHIPROW,CHIPROV
WRITE(3,*)'**********************'

200 CONTINUE

CLOSE(3)

*********************************************************************
*
* ******* * * *****
* * * * * * *

* * * * * * *
* **** * * * * *
* * * * * * *
* * * * * * *

* ******* * * * *-,***

*
********************************* * *******************************

END



FUNCTION ',3PIE(V,W)
*************4***********************. * *************+
******************************************* itx #yf iF * ***************
*
*
*

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS THE INTEGRAL CF THE FUNCTION
FUNC(X.Y,Z,V,W) OVER X,Y,Z BETWEEN rHE LIMITS XMAX AND ;;MIN
AT FIXED VALUES OF V,W
GAUSS-LEGENDRE INTEGRATION IS USED, OF 10TH ORDER FOR ALL
DIRECTIONS
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM OR THE ENERGY
INTEGRATION AND CALLS THE FUNCTION FUNC(X,Y,Z,V,W)

*

******************************************************************
******************************************************************
*

WRITTEN AS PART OF A MASTERS THESIS SIY JENS KIRCHER

*

DIMENSION X(10),XW(10)

EXTERNAL FUNC

DATA X/-.9779065285D0,-.8650673666D0,
#-.6794095632D0,-.475717957941D0,-.1438743:2:89D0,.148874=39D0,
#.4333957.94100,.6794095682D0,.26506:3666D0,
#. 9739063235D0/

DATA XW/.0666713443D0,.1494517491D0,.2190863625D0,.2692667197D0,
4.295524224700,.295524224700,.2692667197D0,.2190863625DO,
#.1474513491D0,.0666713443D0/

DATA XMAX /22D0 /,XMIN / -8D0/

HERE THE SPATIAL INTEGRATION BEGINS

XM=0.5*(XMAX+XMIN)
XR=0.5*(XMAX-XMIN)
SUM4=0
DO 110 3=1,10
DX = XR*X(3)
XA = XM + DX
SUM5=0
DO 100 K=1,10

DY = XR*X(K)
YA = XM + DY
SUM6=0
DO 90 1=1,10

DZ = XR*X(I)
ZA = XM + DZ
SUM6=SUM6+XW(I)*FUNO(XA,YA,ZA,V,W)

90 CONTINUE
SUM5=SUM5+XW(K)*SUM6

100 CONTINUE
SUM4=SUM4+XW(J)*SUM5

110 CONTINUE

SPACE = XR*XR*XR*SUM4
*********************************************

END
******************

138
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FUNCTION FUNC(X,Y,Z,V,W)

**************** * ** * * * ** * * * * * * * * ****+ ************************

*

*

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS THE INTEGRAND VALUE OF THE
INTEGRAND AT GIVEN VALUES X,Y,Z,V.W.

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE SPATIAL INTEGRATION
AND CALLS THE SPECTRAL FUNCTIONS

*

THIS IS FOR THE CASE THAT DELTA-FUNCTIONS
OCCUR IN ONE DOMAIN

*

**************************************** *** ******************

FUNC =
# All(X,Y)*SPEC11(Y,Z,V)*SPEC11(Z,X,W)
#+A22(X,Y)*SPEC21(Y,Z,V)*SPEC12(Z,X,W)
#-A11(X,Y)*SFEC12(Y,Z,V)*SPEC21(Z,X,W)
#-A22(X,Y)*SPEC22(Y,Z,V)*SPEC22(Z,X,W)
END

FUNCTIONA22(A,2)

******************* ********************************** A.*

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE FUNCTION FUNC(X,Y,Z,V,W)
***********************************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS
INTRINSIC TANH

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
PI = 3.14159
VF = 6

A22 = EXP(-DELTA*ABS(A-B)/VF)
*PI*SDELTA
*(TANH(DELTA*A/VF)*TANH(DELTA*B/VF)-1

+ABS(TANH(DELTA*A/VF)-TANH(DELTA*B/VF)))
END

FUNCTION A11(A,B)

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE FUNCTION FUNC(X,Y,Z,V,W)

***********************************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS
INTRINSIC TANH

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
PI = 7.14159
VF = 6

All = EXP(-DELTA*ABS(A-B)/VF)
*PI*SDELTA
*(TANH(DELTA*A/VF)*TANH(DELTA*B/VF)-1

-ABS(TANH(DELTA*A/VF)-TANH(DELTA*B/VF)))

END
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+unction ENERGY(V,W,OMEG)

********************- * ****************************

*

*
*
*
*
*

************************************************************************

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS THE VALUE OF THE ENRGY DENOMINATOR AT
GIVEN V,W,OMEGA
THIS IS PART OF THE PROGRAM FOR THE CASE THAT 0 N E
DOMAIN CONTAINS DELTA-FUNCTIONS
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS THE
FUNCTION SPACE

ALPHA(A,B,C) =
# lit(-A+C)*(-B+2*C))+1/((-B-C)*(-A+C))+1/((-A-2*C)*(-B-C))

BETA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((B+C)*(B-A+2*C))+1/((B-A-C)*(2+C))+1/((B-2*C)*(B-A-C))

GAMMA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((A+2*C)*(A-B+C))+1/((A-C)*(A-B+C))+1/((A-B-2*C)*(A-C))

************************************************************************
START OF EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS

************************************************************************

IF (V .LT. 0.5) THEN
IF (W .LT. 0.5) THEN
RES = 0.5*ALPHA(V,W,OMEG)

+FERMI(V)*BETA(V,W,OMEG)
+FERMI(W)*GAMMA(V,W,OMEG)

ELSE
RES = 0.5*ALPHA(V,W,OMEG)

+FERMI(V)*BETA(V,W,OMEG)
ENDIF

ELSE
IF (W .LT. 0.5) THEN

RES = 0.5*ALPHA(V,W,OMEG)
+FERMI(W) *GAMMA(V,W.OMEG)

ELSE
RES = 0.5*ALPHA(V,W,OMEG)

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENERGY = RES/(V*W*SORT(ABS(W*W-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(V*V-SDELTA)))
END
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function FLATI(V,W,OMEG)

******************************************* *** ***********

*

*

*
*
*
********************************************************************* *

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT HAS TO BE SUBTRACTED
FROM THE ACTUAL INTEORAND TO SMOOTHEN THE SINGULARITY
AT V = 0
THIS IS PART OF THE FROGRAM FOR THE CASE THAT 0 N E
DOMAIN CONTAINS DELTA-FUNCTIONS
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS THE
FUNCTIONS SPACE AND FERMI

INTRINSIC ABS

ALPHA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((-A+C)*(-B+2*C))+1/((-B-C)*(-A+O))+1/((-A-2*C)*(-B-C))

BETA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((B+C)*(B-A+2*C))+1/((B-A-C)*(B+C))+1/((B-2*C)*(B-A-C))

GAMMA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((A+2*C)*(A-B+C))+1/((A-C)*(A-B+C))+1/((A-B-2*C)*(A-C))

************************************************************************
START OF EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS

************************************************************************

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = 0

IF (V .LT. ZETA-1.2) THEN
FLAT1 = 0

ELSEIF (V .GT. ZETA+1.2) THEN
FLAT1 = 0

ELSE
FLAT1 =-( 0.5*ALPHA(ZETA,W,OMEG)

+FERMI(ZETA)*BETA(ZETA,W,OMEG)
+FERMI(W)*GAMMA(ZETA,W,OMEG) )

/( V*W*DELTA*SORT(ABS(W*W-3DELTt))) )

*SPACE(ZETA,W)
ENDIF

END
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+unction FLAT2(V,W,GMEG)

*************** * * .********************4****** * ***** ':******

*

*

*
*
*

**********************************************4*************************

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT HAS TO BE SUBTRACTED
FROM THE ACTUAL INTEGRAND TO SMOOTHEN THE SINGULARITY
AT W = 0
THIS IS FART OF THE PROGRAM FOR THE CASE THAT 0 N E
DOMAIN CONTAINS DELTA-FUNCTI 0 N S
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS THE
FUNCTIONS SPACE AND FERMI

INTRINSIC ABS

ALPHA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((-A+C)*(-B+2*C))+1/((-B-C)*(-A+C))+1/((-A-2*C) (-B-C))

BETA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((B+C)*(B-A+2*C))+1/((B-A-C)*(B+C))+1/((B-2*C)*(B-A-C))

GAMMA(A,B.C) =
# 1/((A+2.*C)*(A-B+C))+1/((A-C)*(A-B+C))+1/((A-B-2*C)*(A-C))

********************************************************************** *
START OF EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS

************************************************************************

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = 0

IF (W .LT. ZETA-1.2) THEN
FLAT2 = 0

ELSEIF (W .GT. ZETA+1.2) THEN
FLAT2 = 0

ELSE
FLAT2 =-( 0.5*ALPHA(V,ZETA,OMEG)

# +FERMI(V)*BETA(V,ZETA,OMEG)
+FERMI(ZETA)*GAMMA(V,ZETA,OMEG) )

/( V *W *DELTA *SQRT(ABS(V *V - SDELTA)) )

*SPACE(V,ZETA)
ENDIF

END
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+unction FLAT717(V,W.OMEG)

**************************************' , *4********* 4+4*44*****4
X-

* THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT HAS TO BE SUBTRACTED
FROM THE ACTUAL INTEGRAND TO SMOOTHEN THE SINGULARITY
AT V = -DELTA
THIS IS PART OF THE PROGRAM FOR THE CASE THAT 0 N E
DOMAIN CONTAINS DELTA-PUN U N S
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED THE rIAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS THE
FUNCTIONS SPACE AND FERMI

*************** ****************************************.* k. *** **

INTRINSIC ABS

ALPHA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((-A+C)*(-B+2*C))+1/((-B-C)*(-A+C))+1/((-A-2*C)*(-B-C))

BETA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((B+C)*(B-A+2*C))+1/((B-A-C)*(B+O))+1 ((B-2*C)*(B-A-C')

GAMMA(A,B,C) =
# 1/(CA+2*C)*(A-B+C))+1/((A-C)*(A-B+C))+1/((A-o-2*C) (A-C))

********************************************. * **********************
START OF EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS

************************************************************************

DELTA = 1.4
3DELTA = 1.'76
ZETA = -DELTA

IF (V .LT. -1.8*DELTA) THEN
FLAT: = 0

ELSEIF (V .GT. -0.2*DELTA) THEN
FLAT: = 0

ELSE
FLAT:. = -( 0.5*ALPHA(ZETA,W,OMEG)

+FERMI(ZETA)*BETA(ZETA,W,OMEG)
+FERMI(W)*GAMMA(ZETA,W,OMEG) )

/( W*ZETA*SORT(2*DELTA)*GOFT(ABS(W*W-SDELTA)
*SORT(ABS(V+DELTA)) )

*SPACE(ZETA,W)
ENDIF

END
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+unction FLAT4(V,W,OMEG)

************************************************************************
*

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT HAS TO BE SUBTRACTED
FROM THE ACTUAL INTEGRAND TO SMOOTHEN THE SINGULARITY
AT W = -DELTA
THIS IS PART OF THE PROGRAM FOR THE CASE THAT 0 N E
DOMAIN CONTAINS DELTA-FUNCTIONS
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS THE
FUNCTIONS SPACE AND FERMI

*

************************************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS

ALPHA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((-A+C)*(-B+2*C))+1/((-B-C)*(-A+C))+1/((-A-2*C)*(-B-C))

BETA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((B+C)*(B-A+2*C))+1/((B-A-C)*(B+C))+1/((B-2*C)*(B-A-C))

GAMMA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((A+2*C)*(A-B+C))+1/((A-C)*(A-B+C))+1/((A-B-2*C)*(A-C))

************************************ ****** **************************
START OF EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS

************************************************************************

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = -DELTA

IF (W .LT. -1.2*DELTA) THEN
FLAT4 = 0

ELSEIF (W .GT. -0.2*DELTA) THEN
FLAT4 = 0

ELSE
FLAT4 = -( 0.5*ALPHA(V,ZETA,OMEG)

+FERMI(V)*BETA(V,ZETA,CMEG)
+FERMI(ZET(1)*GAMMH(V,ZETA,OMEG) )

:( V*ZETA*SOR(2*DELTA)*SCRT(ABS(W+DELTA))
*SQRT(ABS(J *V- SDELTA)) )

*SPACE(V,ZETA)
ENDIF

END
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function FLAT5(V,W,OMEG)

***********************************4 **

*
THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT HAS TO BE SUBTRACTED
FROM THE ACTUAL INTEGRAND TO SMOOTHEN THE SINGULARITY

AT V = DELTA
THIS IS FART OF THE PROGRAM FOR THE CASE THAT 0 N E

DOMAIN CONTAINS DELTA-FUNCTIONS
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS THE

FUNCTIONS SPACE AND FERMI

******* ***************************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS

ALPHA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((-A+C)*(-B+2*C))+1/((-B-C)*(-A+C))+1/((-A-2*C)*(-B-C))

BETA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((B+C)*(B-A+2*C))+1/((B-A-C)*(B+C))+1/((B-2*C)*(B-A-C))

GAMMA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((A+2*C)*(A-B+C))+1/((A-C)*(A-9+C))+1/((A-B-2*C)*(A-C))

************************************************************************
START OF EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS

************************************************************************

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.9E)
ZETA = DELTA

IF (V .GT. 1.8*DELTA) THEN
FLAT5 = 0

ELSEIF (V .LT. 0.2*DELTA) THEN
FLAT5 = 0

ELSE
FLAT5 = -( 0.5*ALPHA(ZETA,W,OMEG)

+FERMI(W)*GAMMA(ZETA,W,OMEG) )

/( W*ZETA*SORT(2*DELTA)*SORT(ABS(W*W-SDELTA))
*SORT(ABS(V-DELTA)) )

*SFACE(ZETA,W)
END1F

END
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+unction FLAT6(V,W,OMEG)

************************************************************************
*

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT HAS TO BE SUBTRACTED
FROM THE ACTUAL INTEGRAND TO SMOOTHEN THE SINGULARITY
AT W = DELTA
THIS IS PART OF THE PROGRAM FOR. THE CASE THAT 0 N E
DOMAIN CONTAINS DELTA-FUNCTIONS
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS THE
FUNCTIONS SPACE AND FERMI

*

************************************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS

ALPHA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((-A+C)*(-B+2*C))+1/((-B-C)*(-A+C))+1/((-A-2*C)*(-B-C))

BETA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((B+C)*(B-A+2*C))+1/((B-A-C)*(B+C))+1/((B-2*C)*(B-A-C))

GAMMA(A,B,C) =
# 1/((A+2*C)*(A-B+C))+1/((A-C)*(A-B+C))+1/((A-B-2*C)*(A-C))

************************************************************************
START OF EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS

************************************************************************

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = DELTA

IF (W .LT. 0.2*DELTA) THEN
FLAT6 = 0

ELSEIF (W .GT. .1.8 *DELTA) THEN
FLAT6 = 0

ELSE
FLAT6 = -( 0.5*ALPHA(V,ZETA,OMEG)

+FERMI(V)*BETA(V,ZETA,OMEG) )

/( V*ZETA*SORT(2*DELTA)*SORT(ABS(W-DELTA))
*SORT .ABS(V*V-SDELTA))

*SPACE(V,ZETA)
ENDIF

END
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function FLAT7(V,W,OMEG)

************************************** ********************** * ******

*
THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT HAS TO BE SUBTRACTED
FROM THE ACTUAL INTEGRAND TO SMOOTHEN THE SINGULARITY
AT V = -2*OMEGA
THIS IS FART OF THE PROGRAM FOR THE CASE THAT 0 N E
DOMAIN CONTAINS DELTA- FUNCTIONS
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS THE
FUNCTIONS SPACE AND FERMI

*
************************************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS

************************************************************************
START OF EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS

************************************************************************

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = C *OMEG

IF (V .LT. ZETA-1.2) THEN
FLAT7 = 0

ELSEIF (V .GT. ZETA+1.2) THEN
FLAT7 = 0

ELSE
FLAT7 = -( 0.5/((-V-2*OMEG)*(-W-OMEG))

i-FERMI(W)/((V+2*OMEG)*(-W-OMEG)) )

# :( ZETA*W*SORT(ABS(W*W-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(ZETA*ZETA-SDELTA)) )

# *SFACE(ZETA,W)
ENDIF

END
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-.unction FLATS(V,W,OMEG)

************************************************************************
*

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT HAS TO BE SUBTRACTED
FROM THE ACTUAL INTEGRAND TO SMOOTHEN THE SINGULARITY
AT V = OMEGA
THIS IS FART OF THE PROGRAM FOR THE CASE THAT 0 N E
DOMAIN CONTAINS DELTA-FUNCTIONS
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS THE
FUNCTIONS SPACE AND FERMI

*

****************** ******************* * *****************************

INTRINSIC ABS

************************************************************************
START OF EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS

****************************************** ****************************

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.56
ZETA = OMEG

IF (V .LT. ZETA-1.2) THEN
FLATS = 0

ELSEIF (V .GT. ZETA+1.2) THEN
FLATS = 0

ELSE
FLATS-= -( 0.5/((-V+OMEG)*(-W+2*OMEG))

+0.511(-V+OMEG)*(-W-OMEG))
+FERMI(W)/((-W+2*OMEG)*(V-OMEG))
+FERMI(W)/((-W-OMEG)*(V-OMEG)) )

# /( ZETA*W*SORT(ABS(W*W-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(ZETA*ZETA-SDELTA)) )

# *SFACE(ZETA,W)
ENDIF

END
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+unction FLAT9(V,A,OMEG)

********************** ****** * * ***************

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT HAS TO BE SUBTRACTED
FROM THE ACTUAL INTEGRAND TO SMOOTHEN THE SINGULARITY
AT W = -OMEGA
THIS IS FART OF THE PROGRAM FOR THE CASE THAT 0 N E
DOMAIN CONTAINS DELTA-FUNCTI O N S
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS THE
FUNCTIONS SPACE AND FERMI

*
****************** *****************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS

************************************************************************
START OF EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS

************************************************************************

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = -OMEG

IF (W .LT. ZETA-1.2) THEN
FLAT9 = 0

ELSEIF (A .GT. ZETA+1.2) THEN
FLAT9 =

ELSE
FLAT9 = 0.5/((-V-2*OMEG)*(-W-OMEG))

+0.5/((-W-OMEG)*(-0-LOMEG))
+FERMI(V)/((W+OMES)*(-V+OMEG))
+FERMI(V)/((-V-2*OMEG)*(W+OMEG)) )

# /( ZETA*V*SORT(ABS(V*V-SDELTA)) *SORT(ABS(ZETA*ZETA-SDELTA)) )

# *SPACE(V,ZETA)
ENDIF

END
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function FLAT10(V,W,OMEG)

************************************************************* ***********
THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT HAS TO BE SUBTRACTED
FROM THE ACTUAL INTEGRAND TO SMOOTHEN THE SINGULARITY
AT W = 2*OMEGA
THIS IS PART OF THE PROGRAM FOR THE CASE THAT 0 N E
DOMAIN CONTAINS DELTA- FUNCTIONS
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS THE
FUNCTIONS SPACE AND FERMI

*

*****
*****************************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS

************************************************************************
START OF EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS

************************************************************************

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = 2*OMEG

IF (W .LT. ZETA-1.2) THEN
FLATIO = 0

ELSEIF .GT. ZETA+1.2) THEN
FLAT1O = 0

ELSE
FLAT10 = -( 0.5/((-W+2*OMEG)*(-V+OMEG))

+FERMI(V)/((-V+OMEG)*(W-2*OMEG)) )

# /( ZETA*V*SORT(ABS(V*V-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(ZETA*ZETA-SDELTA))
)

# *SPACE(V,ZETA)
ENDIF

END
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function FLAT11(V,W,OMEG)

****************************************** ****************************

*
THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT HAS TO BE SUBTRACTED
FROM THE ACTUAL INTEGRAND TO SMOOTHEN THE SINGULARITY
AT W = V+OMEGA
THIS IS PART OF THE PROGRAM FOR THE CASE THAT 0 N E

DOMAIN CONTAINS DELTA-FUNCTIONS
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS THE

FUNCTIONS SPACE AND FERMI
*

************************************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS

************************************************************************
START OF EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS

************************************************************************

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = V+OMEG

IF (W .LT. ZETA-1.2) THEN
FLAT11 = 0

ELSEIF (W .GT. ZETA+1.2) THEN
FLAT11 = 0

ELSE
FLAT11 = -( FERMI(V)/((W-V-OMEG)*(ZETA+OMEG))

+FERMI(V)/((W-V-OMEG)*(ZETA-2*OMEG))
+FERMI(ZETA)/((V-W+OMEG)*(V+2*OMEG))
+FERMI(ZETA)/((V-W+OMEG)*(V-OMEG)) )

# /( ZETA*V*SORT(ABS(V*V-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(ZETA*ZETA-SDELTA))
)

# *SPACE(V,ZETA)
ENDIF

END
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function FLAT1 (V,W,OMEG)

********* *********************** ***************** * * * * * *****

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A VALUE THAT HAS TO BE SUBTRACTED
FROM THE ACTUAL INTE[IRAND TO SMOOTHEN THE SINGULARITY
AT W = V- -' *OMEGA
THIS IS FART OF THE PROGRAM FOR THE CASE THAT 0 N E
DOMAIN CONTAINS DELTA-FUNCTIONS
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM AND CALLS THE
FUNCTIONS SPACE AND FERMI

*

****************** *****************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS

************************************************************************
START OF EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS

************************************************************************

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
ZETA = V-2*OMEG

IF (W .LT. ZETA-1.2) THEN
FLAT12 = 0

ELSEIF (W .GT. ZETA+1.2) THEN
FLAT12 = 0

ELSE
FLAT12 = -( FERMI(V)/((W-V+2*OMEG)*(ZETA+OMEG))

+FERMI(ZETA)/((V-W-2*OMEG)*(V-OMEG)) )

# /( ZETA*V*SORT(ABS(V*V-SDELTA))*SORT(ABS(ZETA*ZETA-SDELTA)) )

# *SPACE(V,ZETA)
ENDIF
END
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F. PROGRAM DDPOLYGAUSS

This is the source code for the program DDPOLYGAUSS. the

subroutines FERMI AND SIGNFUNC are again shared with the

program POLYGAUSS and are therefore not included.

program DDPOLYGAUSS

*

******************************************************************
******************************************************************
*
*

INTEGRATION PROGRAM FOR SHG IN
POLYACETYLENE

*
*

******************************************************************
******************************************************************
*
*

WRITTEN Al3 PART OF A MASTERS THESIS BY JENS KIRCHER
*

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES CHI(TWO) OF POLYACETYLENE.
IN THIS PROGRAM ONLY THESE CASES ARE CONSIDERED, WHERE
TWO OF THE ENERGY INTEGRATIONS CAN BE DONE EASILY BY
BY APPLYING THE DELTA FUNCTION RULE

*

THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM AND IT CALLS THE FUNCTION SPACE
*
*

DIMENSION U(16),UW(16),OMEG(13)
EXTERNAL SPACE
EXTERNAL S1
EXTERNAL S2
EXTERNAL S3
EXTERNAL S4
EXTERNAL S5
EXTERNAL S6
EXTERNAL S7

DATA U/.0950125098d02816035507d0,.4580167776d0,.61787624440d0,
#.7554044083d0,.8656312023d0,.9445750230d0,.9894009349d0,
#-.0950125098d0,-.28160.3550740,-.4580167776d0,-.61787624440d0,
#-.755404408340,-.1965631202340,-.944575023040,-.989400934940/

*

DATA UW/.1894506104d0,.1826034150d0,.1691565193d0,.1495959888d0,
#.1246289712d0,.0951585116d0,.0622535239d0,.0271524594d0,
#.1894506104d0,.1826034150d0,.1691565193d0,.1495959888d0,
#.1246289712d0,.0951585116da,.0622535239d0,.0271524594d0/

*
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DATA UMAX/7D0/,UMIN/-7D0/
DATA DELTA/1.4D0/,SDELTA/1.96D0/,VF/6/,FI/7.14159D0/
DATA OMEG/0.60,0.65,0.695,0.705,0.75,0.2,0.95,1.05
#,1.15,1.3,1.:95,1.405,1.5/

************************************************************
START OF EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS

************************************************************

OPEN(4,FILE='DDCHITWO.DAT',STATUS= UNFNOWN')

UM=0. 5* (UMAX+UMIN)
UR=0.5*(UMAX-UMIN)
ADJUST = -1/(4*4*4*v+*v+*vf*PI*PI*PI*SDELTA)

ZETA = -DELTA
FLAT1 = SPACE(ZETA)
ZETA = DELTA
FLAT2 = SPACE(ZETA)

**********************************************************************
THIS IS THE LOOP FOR THE EXTERNAL FREQUENCY

**********************************************************************

DO 200 I = 1,13
OMEGA = OMEG(I)

THIS CALCULATES THE INTEGRAND VALUES THAT ARE NEEDED
FOR SMOOTHENING THE SINGULARITIES
ALPHA = SPACE(-2*OMEGA)
BETA = SPACE( - OMEGA)
GAMMA = SPACE(OMEGA)
EPSILON = SPACE(2*OMEGA)

**********************************************************************
ENERGY INTEGRATION

**********************************************************************
SUM = 0
DO 140 L=1,16

UA=UM+UR*U(L)

SUM = SUM+UW(L)*
( Sl(UA,OMEGA)*SPACE(UA)
+S2(OMEGA)*(ALPHA/(2*OMEGA+UA)+EPSILON/(2*OMEGA-UA))
+83(OMEGA)*(BETA/(OMEGA+UA)+GAMMA/(0MEGA-UA))
+S4(OMEGA)*BETA/(UA+OMEGA)
+55(OMEGA)*ALPHA/(UA+2*OMEGA)
+S6(UA,OMEGA)*FLAT1/SQRT(ABS(UA+DELTA))
+S7(UA,OMEGA)*FLAT2/SORT(ABS(UA-DELTA)) )

140 CONTINUE
DDCHI = UR*ADJUST*SUM
WRITE(4,*)'BEFORE CORRECTION',DDCHI

**********************************************************************
END OF ENERGY INTEGRATION

**********************************************************************
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THE CORRECTION FOR THE SMOOTHENING OF THE 1/SORT
SINGULARITIES HAS TO BE ADDED:
ACORRECT = 06(-DELTA,OMEGA)*FLATI*4*SORT(DELTA)
BCORRECT = S7(DELTA,OMEGA)*FLAT2*4*SORT(DELTA)
CHICORR = ADJUST*(ACORRECT+BCORRECT)
WRITE(4,*)'CORRECTION TERM',CHICORR

DDCHI = DDCHI + CHICORR
WRITE(4,*).FINAL RESULT',OMEGA,DDCHI
WRITE(4,*)'************************************'

200 CONTINUE

**********************************************************************
END OF OMEGA LOOP

**********************************************************************

CLOSE(4)
END

REAL*4 FUNCTION SGN(ARG)

IF (ARG .LT. -0.001) THEN
RES = -1

ELSEIF (ARG .GT. 0.001) THEN
RES = 1

ELSE
RES = 0

ENDIF

SON = RES

END
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REAL*4 FUNCTION SPACE(U)

******************************************************************
******************************************************************
*

WRITTEN AS FART OF A MASTERS THESIS BY JENS KIRCHER
*

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS THE INTEGRAL OF THE FUNCTION
FUNC(X,Y,Z,U) OVER X,Y,Z BETWEEN THE LIMITS XMAX AND XMIN
AT FIXED VALUE OF U
GAUSS-LEGENDRE INTEGRATION IS USED, OF 10TH ORDER FOR ALL
DIRECTIONS
THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM OR THE ENERGY
INTEGRATION AND CALLS THE FUNCTION FUNC(X,Y,Z-,U)

*
*
******************************************************************
******************************************************************
*

*

*

DIMENSION X(10),XW(10)

EXTERNAL FUNC

DATA X/-.9739065285D0,-.8650637666D0,
#-.6794095682D0,-.4333953941D0,-.148874338900,.1488743389D0,
#.4333953941D0,.6794095682D0,.8650633666DO,
#.9739065285D0/

DATA XW/.066671344. D0,.1494513491D0,.219086362500,.2692667193DO,
#.295524224700,.2955242247D0,.2692667193D0,.219086362500,
#.1494513491D0,.066671344300/

DATA XMAX/15D0/,XMIN/-15D0/

HERE THE SPATIAL INTEGRATION BEGINS

XM=0.5*(XMAX+XMIN)
XR=0.5*(XMAX-XMIN)
SUM4=0
DO 110 J=1,10

DX = XR*X(J)
XA = XM + DX
SUMS =0
DO 100 K=1,10

DY = XR*X(K)
YA = XM + DY
SUM6=0
DO 90 1=1,10

DZ = XR*X(I)
ZA = XM + DZ
SUM6=SUM6+XW(I)*FUNC(XA,YA,ZA,U)

90 CONTINUE
SUM5=SUM5+XW(K)*SUM6

100 CONTINUE
SUM4=SUM4+XW(J)*SUM5

110 CONTINUE

SPACE = XR*XR*XR*SUM4

END
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REAL*4 FUNCTION FUNC(X,Y,Z,U)

************* **************************************************
*

THIS FUNCTION RETURNS THE INTEGRAND VALUE OF THE
INTEGRAND AT GIVEN VALUES X,Y,Z.0

*

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE SPATIAL INTEGRATION
AND CALLS THE SPECTRAL FUNCTIONS

*

TWO DOMAINS CONTAIN DELTA-FUNCTIONS
*
****************************************************************

EXTERNAL SPEC11
EXTERNAL SPEC22
INTRINSIC ABS
INTRINSIC TANH
INTRINSIC EXP

A11(A.B) =
# EXP(-DELTA*ABS(A-B)/VF)
# *PI*SDELTA
# *(-1+TANH(DELTA*A/VF)*TANH(DELTA*B/VF)

-ABS(TANH(DELTA*A/VF)-TANH(DELTA*B/VF)))

A22(A,B) =
# EXP(-DELTA*ABS(A-B)/VF)
# *PI*SDELTA
# *(-1+TANH(DELTA*A/VF)*TANH(DELTA*B/VF)

+ABS(TANH(DELTA*A/VF)-TANH(DELTA*B/VF)))

***********************************************************
START OF EXECUTABLE PART

***********************************************************

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
VF = 6
PI = 3.1459

FUNC =
# All(X,Y)*All(Y,Z)*SPEC11(Z.X.U)
# -A22(X,Y)*A22(Y,Z)*SPEC22(Z,X,U)

END
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REAL*4 FUNCTION SPEC22(A,B,C)

EXTERNAL SGN
INTRINSIC COS
INTRINSIC SIN
INTRINSIC ABS
INTRINSIC SORT
INTRINSIC TANH
INTRINSIC EXP

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
VF = 6

croot = scirt(abs(c*(:-sdelta))
delx = DELTA*TANH(DELTA*A/VF)
dely = DELTA*TANH(DELTA*B/VF)
S = SGN(A-B)

IF (C .GT. DELTA) THEN
SPEC22 =

#COS(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(DELX*DELY-SDELTA+2*S*C*CROOT+2*C*C)
#+SIN(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(DELX-DELY)*(S*CROOT+C)

ELSEIF (C .EO. DELTA) THEN
SPEC22 = DELX*DELY+SDELTA

ELSEIF (C .ED. -DELTA) THEN
SPEC22 = -DELX*DELY-SDELTA

ELSEIF (C .LT. -DELTA) THEN
SPEC22 =

#-COS(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(DELX*DELY-SDELTA-2*S*C*CROOT+2*C*C)
#+SIN(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(DELX-DELY)*(-S*CROOT+C)

ELSE
SPEC22 =
#EXP(-CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(2*S*CROOT-(DELX-DELY))

ENDIF

END
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REAL*4 FUNCTION SPEC11(A,E,C)

EXTERNAL SGN
INTRINSIC 00S
INTRINSIC SIN
INTRINSIC ABS
INTRINSIC SORT
INTRINSIC TANN
INTRINSIC EXF

DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96
VF = 6

croct = sqrt(abs(c*c-sdelta))
delx = DELTA*TANH(DELTA*A/VF)
dely = DELTA*TANH(DELTA*B/VF)
S = SGN(A-B)

IF (C .ST. DELTA) THEN
SPEC11 =
#00S(CROOT*ABS(S-A)/VF)
# *(DELX*DELY-SDELTA-2*S*C*CROOT+2*C*C)
#+SIN(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(DELX-DELY)*(-S*CROOT+C)

ELSEIF (C .E0. DELTA) THEN
SPEC11 = DELX*DELY+SDELTA

ELSEIF .E.G. -DELTA) THEN
SPEC11 = -DELX*DELY-SDELTA

ELSEIF (C .LT. -DELTA) THEN
SPEC11 =

#-COS(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(DELX*DELY-SDELTA4-2*S*C*CROOT+2*C*C)
#+SIN(CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(DELX-DELY)*(S*CROOT+C)

ELSE
SPEC11 =
#EXP(-CROOT*ABS(B-A)/VF)
# *(-2*S*CROCIT-(DELX-DELY))

ENDIF

END
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REAL*4 FUNCTION Sl(U.OM)

********** **************************** * * ************
*

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM
IT IS PART OF THE CALCULATION FOR THE CASE THAT
TWO DOMAINS CONTAIN DELTA-FUNCTIONS
IT CALLS THE FUNCTION FERMI

*

*************************************************** * ****

INTRINSIC ABS
INTRINSIC SORT

SDELTA = 1.96

IF ( U .LT. 0.5) THEN
RES=

# -1.5*U*U/((4*OM*0M-U*U)*(0M*OM-U*U))
# +FERMI(U)*

(1/((U+0M)*(U+2*OM))+1/((U-OM)*(U+0M))+1/((U-2*OM)*(U-OM)))
ELSE
RES=-1.5*U*U/((4*OM*0M-U*U)*(0M*OM-U*U))

ENDIF

S1 = RES/SORT(ABS(U*U-SDELTA))
END

REAL*4 FUNCTION S2(0M)

** **** * * *** * ****************** *****************
*

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM
IT IS PART OF THE CALCULATION FOR THE CASE THAT
TWO DOMAINS CONTAIN DELTA-FUNCTIONS
IT CALLS THE FUNCTION FERMI

*
***********************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS
INTRINSIC SORT

SDELTA = 1.96
= -1/(2*OM*SORT(ABS(4*OM*0M-SDELTA)))

END
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REAL*4 FUNCTION S4(OM)

***********************************************************
*

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM
IT IS PART OF THE CALCULATION FOR THE CASE THAT
TWO DOMAINS CONTAIN DELTA-FUNCTIONS
IT CALLS THE FUNCTION FERMI

*
***********************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS
INTRINSIC SORT

SDELTA = 1.96
S4 = 1/(0M*SORT(ABS(4*OM*0M-SDELTA)))

END

F:EAL *4 FUNCTION 83(0M)

** *******************************************************
*

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM
IT IS FART OF THE CALCULATION FOR THE CASE THAT
TWO DOMAINS CONTAIN DELTA-FUNCTIONS
IT CALLS THE FUNCTION FERMI

*

***********************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS
INTRINSIC SORT

SDELTA = 1.96
S7 = 1/(4*UM*SORT(ABS(OM*OM-SDELTA)))

END

REAL*4 FUNCTION S5(0M)

***********************************************************
*

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM
IT IS FART OF THE CALCULATION FOR THE CASE THAT
TWO DOMAINS CONTAIN DELTA-FUNCTIONS
IT CALLS THE FUNCTION FERMI

*
***********************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS
INTRINSIC SORT

SDELTA = 1.96
S5 = -1/(2*OM*SORT(ABS(OM*0M-SDELTA)))

END
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REAL*4 FUNCTION S6(U.OM)

****** * *************************************************

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM
IT IS FART OF THE CALCULATION FOR THE CASE THAT
TWO DOMAINS CONTAIN DELTA-FUNCTIONS
IT CALLS THE FUNCTION FERMI

***********************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS
INTRINSIC SORT
DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96

IF (U .LT. -2*DELTA) THEN
S6 = 0

ELSEIF (U .LT. 0) THEN
SI = 1.5*SDELTA/((4*OM*0M-SDELTA)*(0M*0M-SDELTA))

-( 1/((-DELTA+0M)*(-DELTA+2*OM))
+1/((-DELTA-0M)*(-DELTA+0M))
+1/((-DELTA-2*OM)*(-DELTA-0M))

S6 = SI/SORT(2*DELTA)
ELSE
S6 = 0

ENDIF

END

REAL*4 FUNCTION Si(U.OM)

***********************************************************

THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM
IT IS FART OF THE CALCULATION FOR THE CASE THAT
TWO DOMAINS CONTAIN DELTA-FUNCTIONS
IT CALLS THE FUNCTION FERMI

*
***********************************************************

INTRINSIC ABS
INTRINSIC SORT
DELTA = 1.4
SDELTA = 1.96

IF (U .LT. 0) THEN
S7 = 0

ELSEIF (U .LT. 2*DELTA) THEN
SI = 1.5*SDELTA/I(4*OM*0M-SDELTA)*(0M*OM-SDELTA))

-( 1 /((DELTA +OM) *(DELTA +2 *OM))
+1/((DELTA-0M)*(DELTA+0M))
+1/((DELTA-2*OM)*(DELTA-CM)) )

S7 = SI/SORT(2*DELTA)
ELSE

S7 = 0
ENDIF

END


